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Abstract

Leaders often send political messages to try to influence citizens and voters. But,

what makes their messages more or less salient? One possibility is that the salience

of political messages increases if voters are exposed to events related to the messages.

We study this question using the 2019 national election in India, where Prime Minister

Modi’s speeches focused on his aggressive response to deadly attacks on soldiers. Us-

ing a difference-in-differences identification strategy, we find that the vote share of the

PM’s incumbent party increased by 4.6 percentage points in the home constituencies

of dead soldiers. Text analysis of Modi’s speeches reveals that only deaths referenced

by him affect public opinion, but deaths not referenced by him do not. Our paper is

one of the first to study how event exposure interacts with political messages to affect

voting behaviour.
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1 Introduction

Leaders often try to influence voters by sending them political messages. But what makes

voters more or less responsive to these messages? There is evidence that factors such as

voters’ economic interests1 or socioeconomic background (e.g. religion)2 may play a role.

However, another potentially important factor might be recent events. Consider, for instance,

‘the Caravan’—a group of roughly 7,000 migrants trying to seek asylum in the US. While the

group did not represent a vast wave of immigration, it played into Donald Trump’s messaging

on immigration.3 There is some suggestive evidence that the event, combined with Trump’s

messaging around it (e.g. Trump referred to it as “the invasion”), moved public opinion.4

There are two broad channels through which events might make political messages more

resonant. First, they might serve as informative signals to voters. A second possibility—

perhaps more plausible in the case of ‘the Caravan’—is that they might increase the salience

of political messages. Salience Theory [(Chetty, Looney, and Kroft, 2009), (Bordalo, Gen-

naioli, and Shleifer, 2013)] argues that due to limited attention, the aspects of choice that

are highlighted in certain ways, over-account in individual decision making. This literature

suggests that event exposure can increase the salience of political messages in voters’ minds

without changing the information content of voters.5 In this context, we study whether

and how voter response to political messages changes with exposure to events related to the

messages.

It is challenging to causally establish whether events increase the power of political mes-

saging since local confounders often correlate with event exposure. We solve this challenge by

1see, Lupu and Pontusson (2011)
2see Wang (2021)
3Caravan was roughly 7,000 apprehensions compared to 400,000 border apprehensions that year.

There was also no spike in border apprehensions in 2018, see the report by Pew Research Cen-
tre (https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/11/04/after-surging-in-2019-migrant-apprehensions-at-u-
s-mexico-border-fell-sharply-in-fiscal-2020-2/.)

4For instance, a Monmouth University poll showed a 4 percentage points (p.p.) increase in people who
considered illegal immigration a “very serious” issue between January and November.

5We sketch a model based on Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer (2020) in the Appendix to ground this
idea.
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using the 2019 national election in India to study this question. The messages, in this case,

are Prime Minister (PM) Narendra Modi’s speeches between 2014 and 2019. Modi’s speeches

often focused on his aggressive response to deadly attacks on Indian soldiers.6 Consider the

following message from an election rally in 2019: “I want to ask my first-time voters, can

your first vote be dedicated to the soldiers who conducted the Balakot airstrikes, in the name

of the martyrs who lost their lives in Pulwama.”7 It is evident that PM Modi was trying to

persuade voters that he deserved credit for his aggressive response to extremist attacks in

which Indian soldiers lost their lives.

The events related to these messages are the soldier deaths between 2014 and 2019.

Soldiers are potentially hired from all over India and are placed in different conflict-prone

zones.8 We exploit the fact that there is greater exposure to the death of a soldier in his

home electoral constituency. The home electoral constituencies of the soldiers who die are

potentially exogenous (we will test this hypothesis).9 If this is indeed the case, it deals with

the issue of local confounders that might contaminate our estimates.

To estimate the impact of a soldier death on voting behaviour, we run a three-period

difference-in-difference regression using national elections in India for the years 2009, 2014

and 2019. Given that the message from Modi about soldier deaths came between 2014-

2019, we define the treatment group as an electoral constituency from where at least one

soldier died between June 2014 - April 2019. Consequently, the control group is an electoral

constituency from where no soldier died within the same period. We find that the vote share

of PM Modi’s right of centre coalition parties increased by 4.6 p.p. for the treatment group

in the 2019 election. These results are robust to including constituency fixed effects and

6We give evidence of this claim. Text analysis of his speeches reveals that the content of his speeches
changed immediately after soldier deaths throughout his first tenure (2014-2019). See section 4.2

7To give some context for the extract above, Pulwama is a place in Indian Administered Kashmir where
44 Indian soldiers died in an extremist attack around two months before the election. In response to these
attacks, the Indian Air-force carried out Air-strikes in Balakot, Pakistan.

8There are three distinct regions. (i) The state of Jammu and Kashmir impacted by secessionist struggle
(ii) The northeast region comprising of seven small states which are also impacted by violent secessionist
movements, and (iii) the central-eastern region that is impacted by left-wing extremism (LWE). See section
3 for more detail.

9For details see section 4.1
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time-variant controls like the electoral size of the constituency.

As a robustness check, we analyse pre-trends of vote shares of the treatment and the

control group. We find that the unconditional mean of the vote shares of both groups is

almost the same in the 2014 and 2009 national elections, implying that the common trend

assumption holds.10 We also find that time-variant socio-economic variables like employment,

income, caste, religion and education are uncorrelated with our treatment group.

Exploring why soldier deaths affect voting behaviour, we find a set of results consistent

with the explanation that exposure to soldier deaths increases the salience of Modi’s message

in the voters’ minds. We posit that if soldier deaths increase the salience of Modi’s mes-

sages, then only those soldier deaths should increase Modi’s vote share, which he referenced

in his speeches. His reference to soldier deaths is crucial because only when a politician

highlights an event or an issue, the voter associates the event with the politician’s agenda

and consequently votes for him.11

We do a text analysis of Modi’s speeches to identify which soldier deaths change their

content. Soldiers fatality in India occur in geographically distinct regions,12 which allows

them to be classified into (i) secessionist conflict and (ii) left-wing extremist (LWE) conflict.

Text analysis of Modi’s speeches reveals that their content changed only in response to soldier

deaths in the secessionist conflict but not in response to the LWE conflict. Splitting soldier

deaths into these two categories, we find that the vote share of Modi’s coalition increased

by 5.6 p.p. in the home constituencies of those soldiers who died in the secessionist conflict.

LWE deaths do not, by contrast, significantly change voting behaviour, in line with our

explanation. We also find that constituencies that received a death from the secessionist

10Since the electoral constituency map of India was redrawn in 2008 we cannot look for a trend before
2009 national election

11The highlighting of the issue by the politician can be important because of campaign advertising effects
(Bernhardt and Ghosh, 2019) or memory recall (Bordalo et al., 2020). We build our using (Bordalo et al.,
2020) in our model provided in Appendix A but are open to other interpretations.

12There are three distinct regions. (i) The state of Jammu and Kashmir impacted by secessionist struggle
(ii) The northeast region comprising of seven small states which are also impacted by violent secessionist
movements, and (iii) the central-eastern region that is impacted by left-wing extremism (LWE). See section
3 for more detail.
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conflict are more likely to mention secessionist conflict as the most important election issue.

Notably, people in constituencies that received a death from the secessionist conflict are

likely to give more credit to Modi for his aggressive response to soldier deaths, even though

they are equally informed about the response.

Since political messages reach people through the media, we should find that voters’ media

connectivity will matter. Consistent with this idea, we find that TV viewership affects voter

responsiveness to soldier deaths. Moreover, since literature related to salience argues that

recent events should affect decision making more, we should find that deaths closer to the

election affect voting more.13 We find that indeed deaths closer to the election affect voting

behaviour more.

A concern is that the changes we find in voting behaviour might be driven by secessionist

deaths alone and not speeches. To address this concern, we also look at the 2014 national

election, where there was negligible messaging about secessionist deaths from the PM and the

main challenger.14 If events alone were driving the results, we would expect that secessionist

deaths in 2014 would have a similar effect on voting behaviour as in 2019. Consistent with

the idea that political messages played a role, we find that secessionist deaths did not affect

voting behaviour in 2014.

We also consider other possible explanations like whether the results are driven by dif-

ferences in local media coverage about the issue, differences in the level of local election

campaigning, or political participation.15 However, the empirical findings are not consistent

with these channels.16

13See Tversky and Kahneman (1973) and Thaler and Sunstein (2008) for discussion on why recent events
are more readily available. The empirical literature on salience in the field of political economy also find this
to be true, see Colussi, Isphording, and Pestel (2021).

14At that time, the incumbent PM was Dr Manmohan Singh. The primary challenger was Mr Narendra
Modi, who also focused on other issues during the campaign, like corruption and inclusive development.

15We also consider other mechanisms, see section 5 for further details.
16See section 5 for greater details.
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1.1 Related Literature

First and foremost, our paper contributes to the emerging literature on the role of salience

in political economy. Fouka and Voth (2016) documents that contemporary events during

the Greek sovereign debt crisis increased the salience of memories of world-war II atrocities

to affect consumer choices. Colussi et al. (2021) provide empirical evidence that minority

salience affects voting. While focusing on how salience affects individual decision making,

our paper differs from these papers by studying how political messages interact with event

exposure to affect voting behaviour. Our paper is one of the first to document evidence that

political messages become more salient in voters’ minds when exposed to events related to

that message.

Our paper also contributes to the literature on how persuasion impacts socio-economic

outcomes like inter-ethnic conflict (Yanagizawa-Drott, 2014), rise of Nazism (Adena, Enikolopov,

Petrova, Santarosa, and Zhuravskaya, 2015) and ethnic identity (Blouin and Mukand, 2019).

Our paper focuses on how persuasion affects voting behaviour (Enikolopov, Petrova, and Zhu-

ravskaya (2011), Spenkuch and Toniatti (2018), Wang (2021)). These papers use variation

in media and campaign exposure to identify the effect of persuasive messages on public re-

sponse. Our paper departs from them to study how changes in event exposure increase voters

responsiveness to persuasive messages. Using soldiers deaths in India, we causally establish

the relation between event exposure and responsiveness to persuasive political messages and

voting behaviour. Thus, we show that political persuasion can lead to a differential impact

among voters depending upon event exposure.

Finally, our paper also contributes to the literature on how local events and experiences

shape political opinions ; for instance, mass shootings in the US affecting voting behaviour

(Yousaf, 2021), and weather shocks affecting perceptions about global warming (Egan and

Mullin, 2017). Perhaps the closest paper to us in this regard is Gartner (2008). This paper

builds a rational expectations theory to study the impact of Iraq war fatalities on American

political opinion. It argues that soldier fatalities represent information on the cost of conflict,
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thus hurting the incumbent electorally and decreasing his vote share. Our paper provides an

argument based on behavioural sciences that highlighting soldier deaths can sometimes help

incumbent leaders. Incumbent leaders can highlight their response to these deaths, making

them salient in the voters’ minds. We find evidence in India that supports this argument. We

find that the incumbent vote share increased more in constituencies with greater exposure to

soldier deaths. Hence, our paper demonstrates that soldier deaths are not necessarily costly

for the incumbent, as documented in this literature.17

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we present the con-

ceptual framework. Section 3 discusses the background and the data sources. Section 4

provides the main empirical results, robustness checks and other results consistent with our

framework. Section 5 discusses other possible mechanisms, and finally, section 6 concludes.

2 Conceptual Framework

This section discusses the different channels through which exposure to events related to a

politicians’ message affects voting behaviour. In particular, we discuss how the effect of two

different yet plausible channels through which event exposure can affect voting behaviour

can be disentangled, particularly in the case of soldier deaths in India.

One possible reason why soldier deaths affect voting behaviour is that soldier deaths serve

as information regarding the conflict in which the soldier died (Gartner, 2008). Gartner

(2008) argues that support for conflict is not a ‘blank check’ and soldier deaths provide

information that the public use to decide their level of support for the conflict. Sometimes

soldier deaths can be directly informative (for example, the trend of deaths over time partially

reflects how problematic the issue is). They can also indirectly inform voters by providing a

stimulus to gain information regarding the issue or by differential media coverage.18

In the case of India, total soldier deaths over time can provide information on how

17Other papers also study the impact of soldier deaths on voting outcomes. Most of these studies, unlike
our results, find a negative impact on the incumbent vote share. See, Karol and Miguel (2007), Kibris (2011).

18Karol and Miguel (2007)
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successful the state has been in dealing with the secessionist and LWE conflicts plaguing the

country. They can also provide indirect stimulus to voters, and they can learn about how

the current Government is dealing with the issue. An important aspect of this channel of

information affecting voter choices is that it should start with voters being more informed

about the issue.

In our context, Modi wants voters to give him credit for his aggressive response to soldier

deaths. If information is the key, then voters exposed to soldier deaths should be, first and

foremost, more informed about Modi’s response to soldier deaths. The response does not

come directly because of soldier deaths, as these deaths are uninformative in themselves

about the Government’s response. However, these deaths can make voters in the home

constituencies more informed indirectly, for example, through their own initiative (learning

through the internet), informative local media coverage, or social media platforms. We

will compare how informed voters are about Modi’s response to soldier deaths in home

constituencies of dead soldiers to voters in constituencies from where the soldiers’ did not

die. We will also consider whether the results are explained by local media coverage, social

media and internet usage.

The second channel through which soldier deaths can impact voting behaviour is by

increasing the salience of the politicians’ message in the voters’ minds. In our context, Modi

highlights soldier deaths because he wants voters to focus on the issue of national security

and his aggressive response to soldier deaths while making voting decisions. The important

thing to note is that exposure to soldier deaths can increase the salience of Modi’s message

in voters’ minds without any change in information. An increase in salience because of

exposure to events can be due to many reasons. It could be the case that effect of political

campaign increases because the politicians’ campaign on national security is now personal

to voters exposed to soldier deaths.19 It can also be the case that exposure to soldier deaths

19This effect in the literature is often termed as campaign advertising effect. For theory on campaign ad-
vertising see Bernhardt and Ghosh (2019). An empirical paper measuring campaign advertising is Spenkuch
and Toniatti (2018).
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forms a memory in voters’ minds, which is recalled by political messages.20

The voter associates the event with the politician’s agenda and votes for him only when

he refers to those events in his messages and campaign. Thus, if exposure to soldier deaths

makes politicians’ message salient in voters’ minds, then it must be the case that only

those soldier deaths that the politician highlights should affect voting behaviour. In our

context, this implies that only soldier deaths related to the conflict that Modi focuses upon

in his speeches should increase his vote share. Soldier deaths in conflicts not referenced

by him should not affect voting behaviour. We test this in section 4.2. We should also

find that deaths that are closer to the election should affect voting behaviour more because

literature related to salience theory argues that recent events/experiences change behaviour

more [(Tversky and Kahneman, 1973), (Thaler and Sunstein, 2008). (Colussi et al., 2021)].

Also, given that political messages reach people through media, voters’ media connectivity

should matter. We consider this in section 4.4.

3 Background and Data

This section discusses the Indian context and data sources used to study the effect of event

exposure on voting behaviour. First, we discuss the political spectrum in the national election

of 2019 and the decade that preceded it. We go on to discuss the armed forces involved in

handling internal security in conflict-prone zones in India. Finally, we discuss the data

sources used.

20We build a model based on Bordalo et al. (2020) in the appendix that grounds this idea.
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3.1 Background

3.1.1 Political spectrum and elections in India.

The Indian political spectrum is more complex than a simple two-party electoral range.21 The

most popular political force in the country is the incumbent PM Narendra Modi’s party, the

Bhartiya Janta Party (BJP). The BJP is a Hindu nationalist party, and its political coalition

is called the National Democratic Alliance (NDA).22 It has been in power at the national level

since 2014. The main opposition party in India is the Indian National Congress (INC), which

was in power between 2004-2014. The INC had its origin in the freedom struggle against

the British back in the 19th century. It can be characterised as a centre-left party, and its

political coalition is called the United Progressive Alliance (UPA).23 There are also regional

parties who play an important role in national elections. For example, Samajwadi Party

(SP) is significant in the most populous Indian state of Uttar Pradesh and thus becomes

nationally relevant. The different communist parties of India have a regional presence in

some parts of the country. These parties together are popularly called the Left Front.24

All the parties participate in different National and State level elections, which have a

five-year cycle in India.25 India has a parliamentary system of democracy with a first-past-

the-post system. In this paper, we focus on the National elections of 2009, 2014 and 2019

(also referred to as General Elections). The election results are publicly available only at

the constituency level in India. Further, the map of electoral constituencies in India was

redrawn in 2008. Hence we are restricted to comparing three election cycles starting from

2009.

21List of all parties registered with the election commission of India as of 23-09-2021 can be found here
https://eci.gov.in/files/file/13711-list-of-political-parties-symbol-main-notification-dated23092021/.An older
list can be found here https://eci.gov.in/files/category/149-list-of-political-parties/.

22We consider the coalition based on the following information https://www.elections.in/parliamentary-
constituencies/national-democratic-alliance.html

23We consider the coalition based on the following information https://www.elections.in/parliamentary-
constituencies/united-progressive-alliance.html

24https://www.britannica.com/topic/Left-Front
25conditional on a government enjoying the support of the parliament or state assembly respectively
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3.1.2 Armed Forces and Conflict Regions

The Indian state maintains special units of armed forces to deal with matters concerning

internal security.26 These paramilitary forces are called ‘The Central Police Armed Forces of

India.’ These forces comprise different organisations, including the Central Reserve Police

Force (CRPF), Border Security Force (BSF), Assam Rifles (AR), Central Industrial Security

Force (CISF), Indo Tibetan Border Police (ITBP), National Security Guard (NSG) and

Seema Suraksha Bal (SSB).27 The organisation that reports more than two-thirds of the

number of deaths in our database is the CRPF. They state their responsibility as follows:

“CRPF is deployed in aid of civil power in matters relating to maintenance of law and order,

internal security and counterinsurgency.”28 These forces are under the control of the Ministry

of Home Affairs in India and are around 1 million in number.29 Soldiers can be potentially

hired from any political constituency in India. They are stationed at various conflict-prone

zones across India. We discuss these conflict zones below.

In India, there are multiple regions of conflict. Broadly they can be classified into three

based on geographic distinctness.30 The first is the Kashmir region. It can be characterised

as a secessionist movement and has an Islamic character to it.31 According to the South

Asian Terrorist Portal (SATP), around 21,215 people lost their lives in this conflict between

2000 and September 2019. Another geographic region in India that is dealing with seces-

sionist conflict is North-East India. This region comprises seven states, including Arunachal

Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland and Tripura. Here there are mul-

26Indian State has long maintained that the Kashmir issue along with other insurgencies in In-
dia are domestic issues. See the statement of the spokesperson for the Government of India in 2019
http://ddnews.gov.in/national/india-jammu-kashmir-issue-internal-matter-india

27The details of each of them can be found here. https://www.mha.gov.in/node/95690/
28https://www.police.gov.in/poi-internal-pages/central-armed-police-forces-capfs
29As per MHA, the total sanctioned strength of these forces is 966914. (see,

https://www.mha.gov.in/MHA1/Par2017/pdfs/par2016-pdf/ls-190716/315%20E.pdf
30For details on conflict and terrorism in India, see https://satp.org/terrorism-assessment/india
31Bakaya, Priyanka & Sumeet Bhatti (2005). “Kashmir Conflict: A Study of What

Led to the Insurgency in Kashmir Valley Proposes Future Solutions”. Available online
at:https://web.stanford.edu/class/e297a/Kashmir20Conflict.
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tiple armed separatist factions like ULFA, NSCN (K) fighting the Indian state.32 According

to SATP, around 11,696 people have lost their lives between the year 2000 and September

2019 in this region. The third geographic region that deals with violent extremism is India’s

central region, the so-called ‘red corridor.’ This region is the bastion of Left-Wing Extrem-

ism. This violent left-wing movement is distinct from the other two movements. Its goal is

not to establish a separate state from India but to use guerrilla warfare to install a “people’s

government.”33 According to SATP, 10,432 people have died in this conflict from 2000 till

2019. Figure 1 shows the location of these conflict zones on India’s map. Kashmir and the

North-East region has been classified as a secessionist conflict on the map. The states of

Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand and Orissa have been shaded as red for the LWE conflict.34

In our data set, we find that, between 2009-2019, 723 soldiers lost their lives on duty.

Thus the fatality rate is less than 0.1%. The variation in the home constituencies of dead

soldiers is shown in Figure 2.

3.1.3 Violent attack in Pulwama, Kashmir and its aftermath

Around two months before the start of the national elections in 2019, there was a suicide

bombing in Pulwama located in the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir. This attack, which

came to be referred to as Pulwama attack (see the image in Figure 3), was allegedly carried

out by a radical Islamic outfit called Jaish-e-Mohammed. As a result, forty-four soldiers

belonging to the Central Armed Police Forces lost their lives.35

This attack invoked an aggressive response from the Indian Prime Minister. It is alleged

that Jaish-e-Mohammed runs its training camps in Pakistan, around the region called Bal-

32Upadhyay (2006)
33Anand, Vinod (2009). “Naxalite ideology, strategy and tactics” (PDF). Studies Comments 9 – Secu-

rity in South Asia: Conventional and Unconventional Factors of Destabilisation. Munich: Hanns Seidel
Foundation. 9: 19–32

34The LWE conflict often spills over to other surrounding states not shaded in the map. However, the
soldier deaths in our data comprise all deaths in the LWE conflict across all states. For greater detail on
regions affected by LWE conflict in India, see https://www.mha.gov.in/division of mha/left-wing-extremism-
division

35Feyyaz (2019)
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Figure 1: Conflict zones in India
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Figure 2: Home constituencies of dead soldiers between 2014-2019
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akot. On February 26, the Indian Air Force carried out airstrikes in Balakot, which came

to be referred to as the Balakot Airstrikes in the Indian Media.36 The location of Pulwama

and Balakot on a map is provided in figure 4. Modi touted the ‘success’ of these strikes to

garner political support for the election.37

Importantly, this was not the only incident where violent attacks on Indian soldiers

invoked a strong response from Modi’s Government. For example, in 2016, grenade attacks

were carried out on security forces near the town of Uri in the state of Jammu and Kashmir,

India.38 In retaliation, India made a preemptive strike against terrorist teams crossing the

Line of Control and struck at the terrorist shelter locations, allegedly killing approximately

150 terrorists.39 Modi tried to garner political support for such aggressive responses to soldier

deaths throughout his first term (2014-2019). Text analysis of Modi’s speeches suggests a

general trend of sending political messages after soldier deaths. We discuss this in greater

detail in section 4.2.

3.2 Data

The main dependent variable in our analysis is the vote share of PM Modi’s party in India.

We also use the vote share of different political parties in India as the dependant variable.

The election commission of India reports vote shares and winning parties of all national and

state in India. We use the data collated by Bhogale, Hangal, Jensenius, Kumar, Narayan,

Nissa, and Verniers (2019) for the years 2009, 2014 2019. The data also reports the winning

party in a particular constituency.

36https://www.armscontrol.org/act/2019-05/features/pulwama-crisis-flirting-war-nuclear-environment
37Neutral agencies suggest that these strikes did not cause any significant damage to their desired target.

See, Martin Howell; Gerry Doyle; Simon Scarr (March 5 2019), Satellite images show buildings still standing
at the Indian bombing site, Reuters Quote: “The images produced by Planet Labs Inc, a San Francisco-
based private satellite operator, show at least six buildings on the madrasa site on March 4, six days after
the airstrike. There are no discernible holes in the roofs of buildings, no signs of scorching, blown-out walls,
displaced trees around the madrasa or other signs of an aerial attack.

38https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-india-37399969
39The Line of control is the effective border between India and Pakistan

in the disputed region of Kashmir. For details on the Indian response, see
https://eprints.lancs.ac.uk/id/eprint/89171/1/Saloni Kapur with author details.pdf
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Figure 3: A newspaper clipping of the Pulwama attack

We use the publicly available data on the CRPF website and other government websites

for data on soldier deaths.40 These websites contain a martyr list of soldiers. In addition,

the lists contain information on the incident, region of conflict and home address of these

dead soldiers. We use these home addresses to determine the home constituency of the dead

soldier. For a summary of these deaths, see Table 1.41

For socio-economic variables, we use two data sets. One is the SHRUG data set (Asher

and Novosad, 2019) which contains information on night lights, religion and share of Sched-

uled Castes (SC) and Scheduled Tribes (ST) population.42 The other data set is the individ-

ual level voter survey from the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies (CSDS), Delhi.

This organisation conducts pre-election and post-election surveys for national and state elec-

tions in India and is widely regarded as the most respected election survey in India.43. They

40bharatkeveer.com and hamaripolice.com
41We use newspaper reports to verify a random sample of these deaths. Any remaining errors are likely to

bias our estimates downwards because of the Identification strategy that we use. See section 4.1 for greater
details.

42The Indian constitution contains a schedule of certain castes and tribes, which were historically back-
ward. For details, see Dushkin (1967).

43Many important papers on Indian Politics use this dataset. For example, see Banerjee, Gethin, and
Piketty (2019)
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Pulwama
Balakot

Figure 4: The location of Pulwama and Balakot in South Asia
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Region
National Election Time Period

Total
2009-14 2014-19

Secessionist 80 170 250
LWE 318 139 457
Miscellaneous 12 4 16

Total 410 313 723

Notes: The Secessionist region includes deaths of Kashmir and North-East region. LWE stands for Left
Wing Extremism. The Miscellaneous region includes deaths during helicopter crashes in rescue operations,
administrative duty, road accidents and rescue operations.

Table 1: Soldier Deaths from 2009 - 2019

ask responders about their employment status, income levels, occupation, education, asset

holding, gender, age and whether they live in a rural or urban area. We also use this survey

to get information on media consumption, election activity, level of political participation

and awareness about electoral issues. Further, this survey confirms voting behaviour at the

individual level, which is available at the constituency level from Bhogale et al. (2019).

To study the media coverage about soldier deaths and the government reaction to them,

we use data from broadcastseva.gov.in, a government website monitoring the content of

various TV channels, including news channels. We also use the GDELT data, which monitors

conflict news from print, broadcast, and web news media in over 100 languages from across

every country in the world. We use their data to study how different types of conflict

(secessionist and LWE) were covered by all media sources in India between 2009-2019. We

use GDELT data to calculate the number of articles published per week and the number of

sources reporting on the issue per week about different types of conflict in India.

Finally, to study the political messages conveyed by Modi, we web scrapped his political

speeches from narendramodi.in, a website containing all his speeches. Together with data

on soldier deaths, this data constitutes a novel data set, which we use to predict the effect

of deaths on speech content.
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4 Empirical Results

We present the empirical results in four parts. Section 4.1 consists of our primary empirical

specification and the baseline results that estimate the effect of a soldier death on voting

behaviour. Section 4.2 discusses text analysis of Modi’s speeches to identify which soldier

deaths are referenced in his speeches. We discuss robustness checks in section 4.3. Section

4.4 discusses further evidence in favour of the explanation that exposure to soldier deaths

increases the salience of politicians’ messages to increase his vote share. These results include

the importance of media in translating events into votes and the impact of soldier deaths

absent the political message.44

4.1 Baseline Results

Given that Modi focused on soldier deaths in his speeches before the 2019 national election,

we would expect that Modi’s vote share is higher in constituencies with greater exposure

to soldier deaths. The key observation that allows us to test this assertion is that exposure

to soldier death is greater in the home constituency of the dead soldiers. We thus define

our treatment and control group in the following way. The treatment group consists of the

constituencies from where at least one soldier died between June 2014 and April 2019. The

control group consists of those constituencies from where no soldier died between the same

time period.45

We run a three-period difference-in-difference regression to deal with possible underlying

differences between treated and untreated constituencies. The treatment period is the 2019

national election. Hence, 2014 and 2009 national elections form the pre-treatment periods.

Thus, we can compare our treatment and control groups in 2009 and 2014 and test whether

44We also consider alternative explanations in section 5
45We use the total number of deaths as a robustness check. We discuss it in section 4.3. It is worth noting

that if some soldier deaths are omitted in our data set, but this omission is random, it leads to a downward
bias in our estimated coefficients. This is because the treatment group is defined as ‘at least one soldier
death.’ Thus, if soldier deaths are omitted, some constituencies that should have been counted as treated are
now in the control group. However, no control group constituency is wrongly classified as treated. Hence,
the coefficient can only be biased downwards.
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treated and untreated constituencies are similar. We do that by looking at pre-trends of

vote shares for the two groups.

Formally, we estimate the following regression equation.

Yc,s,t = γ1Deathc,s × Postt + ω1Deathc,s + ω2Postt + β′xc,s,t + αc + αt + εc,s,t (1)

The main dependent variable (Yc,s,t) is the vote share of Modi’s political coalition, the

NDA. The subscript c denotes the constituency, s denotes the state, and t denotes the general

election year. The treatment group is a parliamentary constituency that received at least

one soldier death between June 2014 and April 2019 (Deathc,s). Postt takes the value 1

for general election year 2019 and 0 otherwise. We use time fixed effects (αt). We also

include a set of controls (xc,s,t), some of which are time-invariant, including log(Distance

to Kashmir Conflict), log(Distance to LWE Conflict), log(Distance to North-East Conflict)

log(Mean Night Lights), but some are time-variant including log(electorate size) and lower

caste (SC) population share and tribal (ST) population share. Standard errors are clustered

at the constituency level.46 Other time-variant variables which can potentially affect voting

behaviour, including the mean of log(Age) in a constituency, fraction of voters with education

below class 10, fraction of voters with education at or above class 10, fraction employed, the

fraction of voters who are Hindu, fraction living in rural locality and mean average monthly

income in a constituency, are estimated using the CSDS individual-level voter survey. We

check whether these socioeconomic variables are correlated with the treatment group in table

3. Finally, we include constituency fixed effects αc.

The main results are reported in table 2. We have Modi’s Hindu-right coalition (NDA)

vote share as the dependent variable in all four columns. Table 2 reports coefficients on

the treatment times post variable γ1 (Death x Post). We start in column 1 by reporting

coefficients with only state fixed effects. The coefficient is 4.4 p.p. and is significant at 1%.

This effect is large, and given that the mean vote share of the coalition is around 37%, this

46We use Conley standard errors as a robustness check, see section 4.3
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Right Coalition Vote Share

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Death × Post 0.044∗∗∗ 0.044∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗ 0.046∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.011)

Death −0.005 −0.005 −0.007 -
(0.009) (0.009) (0.009)

Post 0.102∗∗∗ - - -
(0.008)

State FE Y Y Y
National election year FE Y Y Y
Controls Y Y
Constituency FE Y
Mean of dependent variable 0.371 0.371 0.371 0.371
Observations 1,614 1,614 1,614 1,614
R2 0.580 0.642 0.654 0.781

Notes: Controls: log(Mean Night Lights), log(Electorate Size), log(Distance to Kashmir Conflict),
log(Distance to Maoist Conflict), log(Distance to North-East Conflict), Share of SC Population and
Share of ST Population. Standard errors are clustered at the constituency level. The fixed effects are for
each parliamentary constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1,
5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table 2: Main Result: NDA vote share

constitutes a more than 10% change in vote share. We add time fixed effects in column 2

and controls in column 3. It is worth noting that the coefficient and the standard errors

remain stable across columns. Column 4 includes constituency level fixed effects and thus

corresponds to the main specification discussed in equation 1. Column 4 shows that the vote

share of NDA increased by 4.6 p.p. in home constituencies of dead soldiers. This result is

statistically significant at the 1% level.

To check the validity of our identification assumption, we plot the unconditional mean

of the vote share of the NDA for the treatment and the control groups for the election years

of 2009, 2014 and 2019 in Figure 5. The mean vote share of the two groups is almost the

same for the two groups in the 2014 and 2009 national elections before it diverges in the

treatment period. So, not only is there a common trend in vote shares of the two groups

before the 2019 election, the vote share is almost the same. This provides evidence that
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Figure 5: Mean vote share of NDA

these constituencies voted very similarly before the treatment period.

Moreover, though we include constituency level fixed effects in our regression, there is a

possibility that a time-variant socioeconomic control is biasing our coefficients. For example,

migration can be changing the demographic characteristics of the electoral constituencies.

To verify this is not the case, we regress socioeconomic variables like religion, caste, income,

education, employment, age as the dependent variable on the same set of x variables discussed

in equation 1. The coefficient associated with the primary variable of interest (Death ×

Post) is provided in column 3 of table 3 for the dependant variables, including the size of

the electorate, mean of log(Age) in a constituency, fraction of voters with education below

class 10, fraction with education at or above class 10, fraction employed, the fraction of

voters belonging to different caste categories, the fraction of voters who are Hindu, fraction

living in rural locality and mean average monthly income in a constituency. None of the

socioeconomic variables is significantly correlated with our main dependant variable. We

further verify using the individual-level voter survey in section 4.3 that controlling for these
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variables does not change our main results.

In table 4, we discuss the same specification as in equation 1, but the dependant variable

is the vote share of different political parties across the political spectrum. Column 1 is

the vote share of the main Hindu-Right party, the BJP, which shows a similar increase in

vote share as the whole coalition in column 2. The main opposition party (INC) and its

political coalition (UPA) show a slight increase in vote share (columns 3 and 4 respectively),

although with comparatively large standard errors. The increase in the vote share of the

right is coming at the expense of the regional parties. This result is consistent with the

interpretation that exposure to soldier deaths make voters think more about issues such

as national security and less about regional election issues, as being conveyed by Modi’s

speeches. Therefore, regional parties suffer.

The number of observations in each of the columns in table 4 differs because not all

parties contest elections in every parliamentary constituency. This raises a possibility that

parties might strategically choose to contest elections depending on the exposure to soldier

deaths in a constituency. However, we do not find any evidence that parties are strategically

contesting elections depending on soldier deaths. See table A1 in the appendix.

In the following subsection, we do a text analysis of Modi’s speeches to identify soldier

deaths from which conflict regions are highlighted by Modi.

4.2 Text Analysis

In this subsection, we ask the following question: which type of soldier deaths matter? If

event exposure increases the salience of politicians’ messages, then exposure to only those

soldier deaths should affect voting behaviour that are referenced and highlighted in Modi’s

speeches. To explore this hypothesis, we perform a text analysis of Modi’s speeches. To

identify whether Modi references soldier deaths, we explore whether the content of Modi’s

speeches changes in response to these deaths. We particularly examine whether his speeches

play up soldier deaths in all conflicts or only specific conflicts.
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Unconditional Mean
Death × Post

Death >= 1 Death = 0
(1) (2) (3)

Size of electorate (in millions) 1.524 1.500 −0.0143∗

Mean age 41.269 41.766 0.0064
Fraction with education below class 10 0.335 0.345 0.011
Fraction with education at or above class 10 0.402 0.398 −0.0119
Fraction employed 0.601 0.618 0.0061
Fraction SC caste 0.181 0.173 0.011
Fraction ST caste 0.128 0.117 0.0008
Fraction OBC caste 0.362 0.409 −0.0096
Fraction Hindu religion 0.736 0.787 −0.012
Fraction living in rural locality 0.788 0.690 −0.0035
Mean average monthly income 9143.941 9176.494 −130.3546

Notes: The column 3 presents regression coefficient for soldier deaths. The regression includes State PC and national
election year fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the parliamentary constituency level. ***, **, and * indicate
significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table 3: Balance table: Time variant socio-economic variables

Vote Share

BJP NDA INC UPA Left Other

Death × Post 0.046∗∗∗ 0.046∗∗∗ 0.024∗ 0.018 −0.007 −0.061∗∗∗

(0.010) (0.011) (0.012) (0.014) (0.025) (0.017)

National election year FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
Mean of dependent variable 0.368 0.371 0.278 0.295 0.106 0.334
Observations 1,297 1,614 1,325 1,597 699 1,582
R2 0.888 0.781 0.784 0.626 0.820 0.740

Notes: Controls: log(Mean Night Lights), log(Electorate Size), log(Distance to Kashmir Conflict),
log(Distance to Maoist Conflict), log(Distance to North-East Conflict), Share of SC Population and Share
of ST Population. Standard errors are clustered at the constituency level. The fixed effects are for each
parliamentary constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and
10 percent critical level.

Table 4: Main Result: Political Spectrum
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Soldiers die in two types of conflict in India, which occur in geographically distinct regions

and thus can be classified as secessionist and Left-Wing Extremist (LWE). We have infor-

mation on the exact dates these deaths took place. We combine this information with data

on Modi’s speeches. In the website ‘narendramodi.in,’ his team that maintains the website

tags these speeches according to their main content. We say that a speech is militaristic if it

contains one of several tags such as: “Defence,” “National Security,” “Soldiers,” “Martyrs,”

“CRPF.”47 Our results are robust to variation in classification to the tags used.

The regression equation that we estimate is given below:

Yt = β1Secessionist Deatht + β2LWE Deatht + αmy + εt

Notice that the unit of observation is a speech. The dependent variable Yt is a dummy

variable that takes the value 1 if speech contains militaristic content. The x-variables of

interest are (i) Border Death which is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 for the

first two (or three) speeches after secessionist death and (ii) Maoist Death which again is a

dummy for the first two (or three) speeches after Maoist death. We have month-year (or

month and year) fixed effects which we denote by αmy. The results are reported in table 5.

In table 5, column 1 is a specification run with month and year fixed effects, and column

2 runs with quarter-year fixed effects. In both specifications, we can see that a soldier death

in the secessionist region predicts the militaristic content of Modi’s speech. Around 28%

of all Modi’s speeches contain militaristic content. This content goes up to around 38%

immediately after a soldiers’ death in the secessionist region. The increase is statistically

significant. However, for deaths in regions dealing with LWE, we do not find such a strong

result. The coefficient, though positive, is smaller and statistically insignificant. These

47The total list of words used are - “Defence,” “Security,” “National Security,” “Terrorism,” “Armed
Forces,” “Army,” “Indian Army,” “Indian Air Force,” “Air Force,” “Indian Navy,” “Navy,” “Soldiers,” “Mar-
tyrs,” “Sandesh2Soldiers,” “National Cadet Corps,” “NCC,” “National War Memorial,” “Police,” “Central
Reserve Police Force,” “CRPF,” “CISF,” “National Police Memorial,” “Pulwama,” “Pakistan,” “Surgical
Strike.” These words are those that are related to armed forces or soldiers in India. We discuss the reason
for including each word in detail in the online Appendix B.
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Militaristic Content Speeches

(1) (2)

Secessionist Death 0.098∗∗ 0.092∗∗

(0.041) (0.045)

LWE Death 0.038 0.045
(0.046) (0.050)

Month FE Y
Year FE Y
Month × Year FE Y
P-value of test of treatment equality 0.351 0.511
Mean of dependent variable 0.278 0.278
Observations 790 790
R2 0.116 0.164

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. P-value of test of treatment equality is the Wald test to
check the equality between the coefficients of Secessionist Death and LWE Death. Robust standard errors
are in parentheses. The fixed effects are for each month and year when the speech was delivered. ***, **,
and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table 5: Effect of Soldier Deaths on Modi’s Speeches

results strongly suggest that Modi’s speeches highlight soldier deaths in secessionist conflict

but not in LWE conflict.

We thus test whether vote share is affected by exposure to all deaths or only secessionist

deaths. In order to do that, we split our treatment group into two. The first group is

the home constituency of a soldier who died in secessionist conflict (Secessionist Deaths).

The second group is the home constituency who died in the LWE conflict (LWE Deaths).

Given the changing content of Modi’s speeches after secessionist deaths and not LWE deaths,

secessionist soldier deaths should affect his vote share, but exposure to LWE deaths should

not. The exact regression equation that we estimate is given below.
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Yc,s,t = γ1Secessionist Deathc,s × Postt + γ2LWE Deathc,s × Postt + ω1Secessionist Deathc,s

+ω2LWE Deathc,s + ω3Postt + β′xc,s,t + αc + αt + εc,s,t

(2)

All the variables are defined analogously as in equation 1, and we also have the same set

of controls and fixed effects. The results are reported in table 6. It is clear from the table

that the increase in vote share of Modi’s coalition is coming from the home constituencies of

soldiers that died in the secessionist conflict and not from the home constituencies of soldiers

who died in the LWE conflict. Column 4 of table 6 includes constituency fixed effects and

reports a 5.6 p.p. increase in vote share of Modi’s coalition. This result is significant at 1%.

We will discuss several robustness checks of this result in the next sub-section.

Further, if Modi’s speeches influence voters in the way salience theory suggests, we would

expect voters exposed to secessionist deaths to say that secessionist conflicts were on their

minds while deciding whom to vote for. We use a voter survey conducted by CSDS to

examine this question. They ask voters about which election issues they consider to be the

most important election issue. When asked if the voters chose topics such as “Terrorism,”

“National Security,” “Pakistan related/surgical strike/cross-border terror/Pulwama attack,”

we grouped these issues as ‘secessionist issues.’48 On the other hand, if voters chose topics

such as “Naxalism/Maoism,” which is how Indians refer to the LWE conflict, we grouped

the issues as ‘LWE issues.’49 We also combine the secessionist issues, the LWE issues, and

issues such as “Mob lynchings” and “Law and Order,” together to group them as “general

extremist issues.”50

48Other issues included are “Nationalism/patriotism,” “Article /Article A Kashmir issue.” The reasons
for our classification is discussed in greater detail in online Appendix B.

49All words that we include are “Naxalitte,” “Naxalism,” “Maoism,” “Naxalism/Maoism.”
50All issues included are “Terrorism,” “Peace,” “Law Order,” “Naxalitte,” “Secularism/Communalism,”

“Naxalism, Maoism,” “National Security,” “Pakistan related/surgical strike/cross-border terror/Pulwama
attack,” “Religious identity/protection of my religion,” “Religious conversion,” “Religious Problems,”
“Nationalism/patriotism,” “Article /Article A Kashmir issue,” “Communalism, secularism,” “Naxal-
ism/Maoism,” “Hindutva,” “Threat from China,” “Appeasement of Muslims,” “Cow protection/cow slaugh-
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Right Coalition Vote Share

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Secessionist Death × Post 0.052∗∗∗ 0.051∗∗∗ 0.053∗∗∗ 0.056∗∗∗

(0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.012)

LWE Death × Post 0.016 0.017 0.016 0.017
(0.014) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013)

Secessionist Death −0.014 −0.013 −0.014 -
(0.012) (0.011) (0.011)

LWE Death 0.0002 −0.0005 −0.002 -
(0.010) (0.010) (0.009)

Post 0.103∗∗∗ - - -
(0.007)

State FE Y Y Y
National election year FE Y Y Y
Controls Y Y
Constituency FE Y
P-value of test of treatment equality 0.073∗ 0.082∗ 0.067∗ 0.046∗∗

Mean of dependent variable 0.371 0.371 0.371 0.371
Observations 1,614 1,614 1,614 1,614
R2 0.580 0.642 0.655 0.781

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: log(Mean Night Lights), log(Electorate Size),
log(Distance to Kashmir Conflict), log(Distance to Maoist Conflict), log(Distance to North-East Conflict),
Share of SC Population and Share of ST Population. P-value of test of treatment equality is the Wald
test to check the equality between the coefficients of Secessionist Death × Post and LWE Death × Post.
Standard errors are clustered at the constituency level. The fixed effects are for each parliamentary
constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent
critical level.

Table 6: DID - By Conflict region
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We test whether election issue variables created above are systematically associated with

exposure to soldier deaths in various conflict regions. The regression equation that we

estimate is given below:

Yi,c,s,t = γ1Secessionist Deathc,s × Postt + γ2LWE Deathc,s × Postt

+β′xi,c,s,t + αc + αt + εi,c,s,t

(3)

Here Yi,c,s,t is the election issue mentioned by the ith individual in constituency c, state s

and time t. The treatment groups are the same as before. We still have constituency and time

fixed effects. We include individual-level socioeconomic controls such as log(Age), education

level, employment dummy, caste categories dummies, gender, religion, urbanisation dummy

and Income Band are now at the individual level. Standard errors are still clustered at the

constituency level. The results are reported in table 7.

The proportion of people who mention secessionist issues as the most important election

issue is significantly higher in the home constituencies of soldiers who died in the secessionist

conflict. The mention of general extremist issues does not go up in these regions. This result

provides direct evidence that when political messages highlight soldier deaths, exposure to

soldier deaths increases the issue’s salience in the voters’ minds. Moreover, mention of LWE

issues does not go up in home constituencies of soldiers dying in LWE conflict, in line with

the idea that event exposure without the politicians’ message does not become salient in the

voters’ minds.

4.3 Robustness

In this sub-section, we discuss the robustness of the main result of the previous subsection:

exposure to secessionist deaths increases the vote share of Modi’s coalition; however, exposure

to LWE deaths does not.

ter issue,” “Mob lynchings.”
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Secessionist
General

LWE Don’t Know
Extremist

Secessionist Death × Post 0.021∗∗ 0.010 −0.001 −0.053
(0.009) (0.012) (0.001) (0.035)

LWE Death × Post 0.006 0.011 0.002 0.009
(0.008) (0.009) (0.002) (0.030)

National election year FE Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y Y Y
P-value of test of treatment equality 0.093∗ 0.988 0.187 0.263
Observations 48,248 48,248 48,248 48,248
R2 0.066 0.080 0.019 0.141

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: Gender, log(Age), Education level, Employment,
Caste categories dummies, Religion, Urbanisation level, Income Band. P-value of test of treatment
equality is the Wald test to check the equality between the coefficients of Secessionist Death × Post
and LWE Death × Post. Standard errors are clustered at the parliamentary constituency level. The
fixed effects are for each parliamentary constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate
significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table 7: Election Issues: Soldier Deaths: 2014 - 2019

First, we present the results using an individual-level survey with all time-varying con-

trols. Though we presented the balance table with estimates of some vital time variable

controls in table 3, it is worth checking how controlling for these and some more time-

variant controls at the individual level affect voting behaviour. We use the CSDS data set

in which voters report the party they voted for, which becomes the dependant variable. Our

main right-hand side variables remain the same but with many new time-varying controls,

including the respondent’s religion, employment status, income band, education level, asset

holding, caste category, gender, age and whether he/she lives in a rural or urban setting.

The regression equation is the same as 3, except that now the Y variable is a dummy for the

party the respondent voted for.

The results are reported in table A2. The direction and significance of the coefficients

remain the same, although the individual-level survey reports larger effects on the treatment

and larger standard errors. One explanation of the differing magnitude is the ‘silent voter
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hypothesis,’ which many political analysts believe to be true for India.51 According to this

hypothesis, voter surveys often overestimate the vote share of those parties supported by

upper castes because upper castes are more vocal in their support. The lower castes are

silent or even misreport their voting choices in surveys. Thus, if upper castes were more

likely to vote for the right coalition in case of soldier death, the survey results would report a

higher coefficient on the treatment times post variable. We find evidence for this hypothesis

as parliamentary constituencies with a larger population of upper castes shows a larger effect

on vote share because of soldier death even using the election commission data. See table

A3.

We also check whether the home constituencies of dead soldiers voted differently than

those from where soldiers did not die before the 2019 election. We check this by assigning

our treatment, i.e. soldier deaths between 2014-2019 to the 2014 election. Table A4 in the

appendix reports the result. The results indicate that soldier deaths between 2014-2019

do not affect voting behaviour before they occur. This is evidence for the common trends

assumption.

Carozzi, Pinchbeck and Repetto (2021) argue that soldier deaths can also affect long

term behaviour. We test this by checking the effect of deaths between 2009-2014 in the 2019

election. Results are reported in table A5. We do not find any long term effects of soldier

deaths. Given that papers based on salience theory (Colussi et al., 2021) argue that recent

events matter much more than earlier ones, we should find that older deaths do not affect

voting behaviour. Thus, we find results in line with salience theory.

Our results can also be biased if home constituencies of dead soldiers send more soldiers

in the armed forces because they are ‘more nationalistic.’ Given the lack of publicly avail-

able data on constituency level recruitment, the total death count in a constituency can be

considered as a proxy for recruitment in a constituency. We interact the total deaths in a

constituency between 2004 and 2014 with our main treatment variable, home constituencies

51https://www.livemint.com/elections/lok-sabha-elections/how-exit-polls-landed-on-a-modi-return-
1558373860298.html
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of secessionist soldier deaths between 2014 and 2019. Again, the interaction does not affect

our result. See table A6. This result suggests that our results are robust to recruitment from

a constituency.

We further perform a randomisation test to assess the statistical significance of our main

results. We randomly assign placebo soldier deaths to different parliamentary constituen-

cies in our data. We then estimate the same regression using 100 different sets of placebo

soldier deaths. Using this procedure, we find that more than 99% of the placebo interac-

tion coefficients exhibit smaller t-statistics than the actual assignment. We show the entire

distribution of t-statistics from this randomisation test in Figure A1 in the Appendix. This

result confirms that our findings are unlikely to be a matter of coincidence.

Though we have controlled for many socioeconomic variables and checked that the pre-

treatment vote share of the treatment and control groups is almost the same, the reader might

still be concerned that these constituencies are not comparable. To address this concern, we

check our results within a sub-sample of constituencies, where the treatment group remains

the same as before. However, the control group now consists of only those constituencies that

share a physical boundary with the treatment group. In these constituencies, the exposure

to soldier deaths should be still lower than the treatment group. At the same time, they

are much more likely to share other unobserved characteristics of our treatment group. We

present the results in table A7. The coefficient associated with the home constituencies

of soldiers that died in secessionist conflict is still positive and significant though lower in

magnitude. This lower magnitude aligns with the idea that neighbours are less exposed to the

soldier deaths than the treatment group but more exposed to them than the non-neighbours.

We have used a dummy variable specification as our main specification, where treatment

is defined as a parliamentary constituency with at least one soldier death in a given period.

We also check our results using ln(0.001 + no. of deaths in a constituency) as the dependent

variable. Our results are robust to this specification as well. See table A8. The coefficient

is similar to our dummy variable coefficient suggesting that the second death has minimal
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impact on voting.

Finally, if the home constituencies of the dead soldiers display spatial proximity, our

main regression’s standard errors are potentially wrongly estimated. We thus also run our

regressions using Conley standard errors (Conley, 1999). Taking different distance levels

ranging from 150 km to 600 km, we find that standard errors remain remarkably stable. See

table A9.

4.4 Further Results

In this sub-section, we present results that provide further evidence supporting our interpre-

tation of the main results.

One might ask how vital the media connectivity of an individual voter is in translating

the soldier death into a change in voting behaviour. Since political messages reach people

through media, we should find that higher media consumption increases the likelihood of

political messages reaching the voter and highlighting soldier deaths and national security

issues. To test this, we use our individual-level voter survey. In this survey, respondents were

asked about their consumption of various news media sources like TV news, newspapers,

radio news and the internet.52 We create two measures using this survey data. First, we

create a standardised measure of media consumption using the responses of the survey.53

Second, we create a dummy measure that takes the value 1 if an individual watches news on

media daily, or 4-5 times a week. Using these measures, we estimate the following regression

equation:

52The questions are of the following form- ‘How regularly do watch news on television - daily, sometimes,
rarely or never?’. The respondents have to choose one of the following options: ”1: Daily”, ”2: At least 3-4
times in a week”, ”3: At least once a week”, ”4: Never” and ”8: Can’t say/Don’t know”.

53z = x−µ
σ
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Yi,c,s,t = γSecessionist Deathc,sx Posttx Mediai,c,s,t + ω1Secessionist Deathc,sx Postt

+ω2Secessionist Deathc,sx Mediai,c,s,t + ω3 Posttx Mediai,c,s,t

+ω6Mediai,c,s,t + β′xi,c,s,t + αc + αt + εi,c,s,t

where ‘i’ is an individual survey respondent, c is the parliamentary constituency, s is

the state, and ‘t’ is the general election year. Yi,c,s,t is a dummy that takes the value 1 if

respondent voted for NDA. Secessionist Deathc,s is a dummy for a constituency that received

a soldier death in the secessionist region between June 2014 and April 2019. Postt takes the

value 1 for GE Year 2019 and 0 otherwise. Mediai,c,s,t is the amount of media consumption

by an individual i. We also have individual level controls, including religion, employment,

income, education, caste, gender, age, and urbanisation. Standard errors are clustered at

the parliamentary constituency level.

Table 8 presents the results for the standardised measure. Different columns present the

coefficient of interest for each media source. We see that TV viewers are most affected within

the constituencies that received soldier deaths from secessionist regions. We also present the

results using the dummy measure in Table A10 in the Appendix. The intuition behind these

results is straightforward. Given Modi’s very high presence on the medium of television,54

those who have a higher TV consumption are more likely to receive his political messages

that highlight soldier deaths. And hence, they are more likely to vote for Modi in case of a

soldiers’ death.

Given that we argue that exposure to soldier deaths makes the political messages re-

garding them salient in the voters’ minds, salient theory predicts that soldier deaths that

occurred closer to the election date should affect voting behaviour more than earlier soldier

deaths. Empirical papers based on salience theory demonstrate that recent events affect

54https://theprint.in/opinion/telescope/pm-modi-has-become-indias-tv-god-while-cry-baby-opposition-
blamed-for-too-much-politics/580724/
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Right Coalition Vote Share

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Secessionist Death × Post 0.104∗∗∗ 0.101∗∗∗ 0.106∗∗∗ 0.108∗∗∗ 0.104∗∗∗

(0.038) (0.038) (0.038) (0.038) (0.039)

Secessionist Death × Post × TV - 0.051∗∗∗ - - -
(0.017)

Secessionist Death × Post × Newspaper - - 0.011 - -
(0.016)

Secessionist Death × Post × Radio - - - 0.010 -
(0.020)

Secessionist Death × Post × Internet - - - - 0.010
(0.012)

National election year FE Y Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y Y Y Y
Observations 74,836 74,082 73,593 73,340 72,235
R2 0.218 0.219 0.218 0.217 0.220

Notes: Controls: Gender, log(Age), Education level, Employment, Caste categories dummies, Religion,
Urbanisation level, Income Band. Standard errors are clustered at the parliamentary constituency level.
The fixed effects are for each parliamentary constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate
significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table 8: Media Results: 2014 - 2019
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choices more (Colussi et al., 2021).55 To test this, we divide the deaths based on the year

they took place. We find that deaths closer to the election have a higher coefficient, with

the coefficient falling over time. We report the results in 9.

We argue that event exposure changes voting behaviour only when these events are

highlighted in political messages, so soldier deaths should not affect voting behaviour much

without political messages. We saw evidence for this in Table 6, with LWE deaths not

changing voting behaviour in any significant way in the 2019 national election. However, it

can be the case that secessionist deaths affect voting behaviour even when any politician or

leader does not talk about them. To test this, we look at the 2014 national election where

there was negligible political messaging regarding the secessionist conflict. For example, in

2014, Narendra Modi, the challenger, focused on issues like inflation and corruption under

the previous government.56 The incumbent PM, Dr Manmohan Singh, also did not draw any

attention to the secessionist conflict. Hence, we check whether soldier deaths between 2009

and 2014 affected voting behaviour in the 2014 election. We find those home constituencies

of soldiers that died in the secessionist conflict did not vote differently compared to other

constituencies. The results are reported in Table 10.

Another concern that the reader might have is that our results might capture the effect

of a charismatic speaker like Modi rather than a more general effect of any leader/politician

sending a political message. Given that some politicians with better oratory or leadership

skills are more effective in highlighting events than others, the effect of political messages

can differ depending upon which politician is sending the message. However, it is still worth

checking whether similar results hold for some other politician at a different point in time.

To do that, we study the impact of Prime Minister Manmohan Singh’s message in the 2014

national election. His political message heavily focused on left-wing extremism, which he

55Tversky and Kahneman (1973) and Thaler and Sunstein (2008) also argue that recent memories are
stronger and thus affect our choices more.

56The election manifesto of the BJP talked about national security issues on page 37 of its 42-page
manifesto. See https://www.thehindu.com/multimedia/archive/01830/BJP election manif 1830927a.pdf
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Right Coalition Vote Share

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Secessionist Death 1 Year Before Election × Post 0.084∗∗∗ - - -
(0.018)

Secessionist Death More Than 1 Year × Post 0.035∗∗ - - -
(0.017)

Secessionist Death 2 Year Before Election × Post - 0.059∗∗∗ - -
(0.015)

Secessionist Death More Than 2 Year × Post - 0.052∗∗ - -
(0.023)

Secessionist Death 3 Year Before Election × Post - - 0.057∗∗∗ -
(0.013)

Secessionist Death More Than 3 Year × Post - - 0.054 -
(0.045)

Secessionist Death 4 Year Before Election × Post - - - 0.057∗∗∗

(0.012)

Secessionist Death More Than 4 Year × Post - - - −0.006
(0.067)

National election year FE Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y Y Y
Mean of dependent variable 0.371 0.371 0.371 0.371
Observations 1,614 1,614 1,614 1,614
R2 0.782 0.781 0.781 0.782

Notes: Controls: log(Mean Night Lights), log(Electorate Size), log(Distance to Kashmir Conflict),
log(Distance to Maoist Conflict), log(Distance to North-East Conflict), Share of SC Population and Share
of ST Population. Standard errors are clustered at the constituency level. The fixed effects are for each
parliamentary constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and
10 percent critical level.

Table 9: Timing of Soldier Death: Splitting by Year
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Vote Share

BJP NDA INC UPA Left Other

Secessionist Death × Post −0.026 −0.014 0.011 0.024 −0.002 −0.009
(0.016) (0.021) (0.022) (0.024) (0.019) (0.025)

National election year FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
Mean of dependent variable 0.368 0.371 0.278 0.295 0.106 0.334
Observations 861 1,072 904 1,063 519 1,049
R2 0.926 0.830 0.831 0.717 0.929 0.826

Notes: Controls: log(Mean Night Lights), log(Electorate Size), log(Distance to Kashmir Conflict),
log(Distance to Maoist Conflict), log(Distance to North-East Conflict), Share of SC Population and
Share of ST Population. Standard errors are clustered at the constituency level. The fixed effects are
for each parliamentary constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at
the 1, 5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table 10: Effect of secessionist deaths in 2014 election

called “the greatest internal security threat to our country.”57 Though he is not as good an

orator as Modi, having the “bully pulpit” of the PM’s office should have led to some public

response because of his message.58 Moreover, he promoted significant military as well as

development plans to deal with the issue of LWE.59 The results of this exercise are presented

in table 11. We find that the vote share of Singh’s incumbent party (INC) increased by

3.2 p.p. in the home constituencies of soldiers who died in the LWE violence. The larger

political coalition of his party (UPA) shows a larger increase.60

57https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/Manmohan-naxalism-the-greatest-internal-
threat/article16886121.ece

58The following article notes the difference in the speech delivering styles of the two leaders.
See https://www.livemint.com/Opinion/pL6lS5224P1ShKfeIIl78J/Narendra-Modi-vs-Manmohan-Singh-A-
tale-of-two-speeches.html

59See Integrated Action Plan launched by him, https://oneworld.net.in/focus-area/knowledge-and-
research/monitoring-information-system-for-integrated-action-plan-iapmis-for-selected-tribal-and-backward-
districts

60It is worth noting that results based on survey data are not as strong for LWE deaths in the 2014
election as they are in the election commission reports. This might be because the Congress party did not
make the LWE conflict an important election issue despite their PM saying otherwise. The INC election
manifesto of 2014 does not discuss national security issues until page 47 of its 50-page election manifesto.
We quote their manifesto on the issue of LWE here: “We will continue to address the challenge of Left Wing
Extremism with a firm hand. We will strengthen the numbers, equipment and infrastructure for our security
forces posted in these areas, even as we continue to pursue a development agenda to empower the people in
these areas (see, https://www.thehindu.com/multimedia/archive/01813/Congress Manifesto 1813003a.pdf)
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Vote Share

BJP NDA INC UPA Left Other

LWE Death × Post 0.003 0.012 0.032∗∗ 0.062∗∗∗ 0.006 −0.073∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.013) (0.015) (0.015) (0.016) (0.017)

Secessionist Death × Post −0.026 −0.016 0.006 0.013 −0.002 0.004
(0.016) (0.021) (0.022) (0.024) (0.019) (0.025)

National election year FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
P-value of test of treatment equality 0.159 0.28 0.36 0.108 0.767 0.447
Mean of dependent variable 0.323 0.331 0.29 0.301 0.115 0.367
Observations 861 1,072 904 1,063 519 1,049
R2 0.926 0.830 0.833 0.726 0.929 0.832

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: log(Mean Night Lights), log(Electorate Size),
log(Distance to Kashmir Conflict), log(Distance to Maoist Conflict), log(Distance to North-East Conflict),
Share of SC Population and Share of ST Population. P-value of test of treatment equality is the Wald
test to check the equality between the coefficients of Secessionist Death × Post and LWE Death × Post.
Standard errors are clustered at the constituency level. The fixed effects are for each parliamentary
constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent
critical level.

Table 11: Diff-in-diff (Treatment Period - 2014): Political Spectrum
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5 Other Potential Mechanisms

We have argued that exposure to soldier deaths matters because they increase the salience

of political messages in voters’ minds. However, it can be the case that exposure matters

because it makes voters more informed. We look at whether voters exposed to soldier deaths

are more informed about the Indian state’s response to them: the Balakot airstrikes. To test

this, we run the following regression:

Yc = γ1.SecessionistDeathc,s + γ2.LWEDeathc,s + β′xc,s + αs + εc,s

where Yc is based on how the survey voters responded to the following question: have

you heard about the Balakot airstrikes? Table 12, column 1 reports that knowledge about

the airstrikes does not correlate with exposure to soldier deaths. This result is in line with

the fact that soldier deaths are uninformative about the airstrikes. However, columns 2-4

indicate that greater exposure to dead soldiers who died in secessionist conflict are more

likely to give more credit to Modi for the airstrikes (rather than to Air-force or both Modi

and Air-force). These results are consistent with our idea that event exposure makes voters

more responsive to PM Modi’s message that he deserves credit for the airstrikes.61

However, it can still be the case that voters in constituencies with soldier deaths might be

more informed about other aspects of the secessionist conflict because of differential media

coverage. To explore this, we look within a single media market. We already found that it is

TV viewers who are particularly moved by soldier deaths in secessionist regions and vote for

the NDA (see Table A10). Thus, we look at the biggest single TV media market in India,

Uttar Pradesh. It is important to note that TV news is not decentralised below the state

level in India. This state which has a population of over 200 million, has a Hindi-speaking

population primarily. According to the government regulatory authority responsible for

regulating TV broadcasts in India, there are nine regional news channels and around 30

61Modi explicitly asked voters to vote for Balakot airstrikes in election rallies. See the quote in the
introduction of the paper.
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national news channels broadcast in the state of UP in the Hindi language.62 The content

in all these channels is the same across all of the state. Table A11 presents the results

for running our main specification of the individual-level survey data, i.e. equation 3, just

for the state of Uttar Pradesh. We can see that even within the state of UP, our results

hold. Individuals are more likely to vote for PM Modi’s party within a single media market

in-home constituencies of a soldier who died in the secessionist conflict.63

Though we have discussed TV media coverage, according to studies done by Columbia

Journal Review, social media has become a crucial campaigning tool in recent years in

India.64 Hence, messages can circulate on social media about soldier deaths and PM Modi’s

response to them. Thus, we interact social media consumption with our treatment. However,

we find that the interaction term is not significant (see table A13). Overall, the results above

indicate that it is unlikely that the change in voting behaviour that we document due to

exposure to soldier deaths is entirely driven by differences in informativeness amongst the

voters.

Another possible reason for an increase in the vote share of Modi’s party is that events

such as soldier deaths and the associated speeches by the leader can make the local party

cadre more active in campaigning. Previous literature in political economy notes that lo-

cal campaigning does affect voting behaviour (Madestam, Shoag, Veuger, and Yanagizawa-

Drott, 2013). This local campaigning can indirectly affect voting rather than a direct effect

that follows from a salience theory. However, results are not explained by local campaigning

differences. Analysing the voter survey data illustrates that visits of party workers did not

increase the effect of soldier deaths on the vote share in the 2019 election. See Table A14 in

the appendix.

It can also be the case that soldiers’ deaths increased political participation in their

62http://broadcastseva.gov.in/
63To complete the local media coverage analysis, we also study coverage by print media and e-newspapers.

We have acquired data on a leading daily Hindi newspaper. We are analysing how news coverage differs
along with different electoral constituencies. We will add those results to our paper soon.

64https://www.cjr.org/tow center/India-WhatsApp-analysis-election-security.php
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Heard about Strikes Credit-Modi Credit-AF Credit-Both

Secessionist Death −0.008 0.060∗∗ −0.033 −0.016
(0.021) (0.027) (0.027) (0.026)

LWE Death 0.003 −0.035∗∗ 0.019 0.054∗∗

(0.018) (0.017) (0.023) (0.024)

State FE Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y
P-value of test of 0.705 0.006∗∗∗ 0.13 0.049∗∗

treatment equality
Observations 21,035 15,992 15,992 15,992
R2 0.147 0.038 0.079 0.061

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: Gender, log(Age), Education level, Employment,
Caste categories dummies, Religion, Urbanisation level, Income Band. P-value of test of treatment equality is
the Wald test to check the equality between the coefficients of Secessionist Death and LWE Death. Standard
errors are clustered at the parliamentary constituency level. The fixed effects are for each state. ***, **,
and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table 12: Credit for Air Strikes: Soldier Deaths: 2014 - 2019

home constituency by increasing voter turnout or other election activities like campaign

contributions, election meetings, door-to-door canvassing, distributing election leaflets and

processions. We report the results on election turnout in Table A15 for the 2019 election year.

We find that the home constituencies of dead soldiers did not experience differential turnout.

Similarly, Table A16 indicates that participation of voters in campaign contribution, door-

to-door canvassing, distributing election leaflets did not increase in home constituencies of

dead soldiers in the 2019 election. We also find that people attended fewer election meetings

and processions in constituencies that received soldier deaths in secessionist regions. This

result could be observed in these constituencies if people had already decided how they would

vote before the local election campaign because of the soldier deaths and Modi’s speeches.

We find results suggesting that this can be the case (see Table A17).

Another explanation for the 2019 election results is that Islamic fundamentalism in Kash-

mir is increasing the support for far-right parties in India (Abbas, 2017). As discussed in the

background section, the secessionist conflict in Kashmir is linked to Islamic fundamentalism.
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Thus soldier deaths in Kashmir might fuel anger against Islamic fundamentalism in voters,

and they might vote for the Hindu right parties. We might have wrongly classified deaths as

‘secessionist’ by clubbing together deaths in the Kashmir and North-East regions. However,

only deaths in the Kashmir region affect voting behaviour since the secessionist conflict in

the North-East region does not have an Islamic character.

To check this, we split our soldier deaths into three groups: deaths in Kashmir, in the

North-East, and the LWE region. If it were just Islamic fundamentalism increasing the

vote share of the BJP in India, only soldier deaths from Kashmir would matter and soldier

deaths from the North-East region would not. However, we find that soldier deaths from

both Kashmir and North-East increased the vote share of the BJP and NDA in the home

constituencies of dead soldiers in the 2019 general elections (See, Table A18).

It is possible that militaristic reporting by media makes event exposure salient in voters’

minds rather than the politician’s message. However, in the case of India, we think it is

reasonable to argue that media is passive, i.e. it follows the political message of the leader.

To verify this claim, we study media coverage of different types of conflict using the GDELT

data. We study the number of articles and the number of news sources covering secessionist

and LWE conflict between 2009 and 2019. The purpose of this exercise is to check whether

different political messages about the types of conflict affect the media coverage, controlling

for the severity of the issue. Between the 2009 and 2014 period, PM Manmohan Singh

focused on the LWE conflict. Thus if the media was passive, it should focus on LWE conflict

more. On the other hand, between 2014 and 2019, PM Modi focused on secessionist conflict.

Thus media should focus on secessionist conflict more. To check this, we run the following

regression:

Yc,w = Secessionistc + Y ear(14− 19) + Secessionistc × Y ear(14− 19)

+ Number of Soldier Deathsc,w + Goldstein Scalec,w + αw
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where Yc,w is the standardised measure of the number of articles or the number of sources

coming from a conflict region c in a week w. The articles and sources included only report

on the Secessionist conflict and LWE conflict in India. Secessionistc is a dummy that takes

the value 1 if the article is about secessionist conflict region. This makes LWE conflict the

base category. Y ear(14− 19) is also a dummy that takes the value 1 if the article came out

between June 2014 and April 2019. Controls include the number of soldier deaths and the

Goldstein scale (a measure of the severity of the conflict). We also include week fixed effects

αw.

Table 13 reports the result. Columns 1 and 2 report results with LWE conflict as the

base category and Secessionist conflict as the dummy. In Columns 3 and 4, the base and

dummy are reversed.65 We find that controlling for the number of deaths and the Goldstein

scale, there was more media coverage of LWE conflict between 2009 and 2014 compared

to secessionist conflict and more media coverage of the secessionist conflict between 2014

and 2019 compared to the LWE conflict. This is evidence indicating that political messages

about the types of conflict affect the media coverage controlling for the severity of the issue.

Finally, we discuss the case that local incumbent leaders can take advantage of soldier

deaths in their respective constituencies by helping the martyr’s family and increasing their

media presence. This local initiative can increase their vote share, which is reflected in the

party’s vote share. If this was the case, then the way we interpret our results would be

misleading as people are not being responsive to the message of the central leadership but

instead responding to the initiatives of the local leadership. To test this, we interact our

main variable of interest, soldier deaths in secessionist region times post, with a dummy that

takes the value 1 if the incumbent belonged to the same party as the central leadership. The

results are presented in table A19. We find that the local incumbent of the party in power

(BJP or NDA) does not significantly increase the effect of soldier death on vote share.

65Obviously, both regressions give the same result. We report both for ease of interpretation.
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STD(#
Articles)

STD(#
Sources)

STD(#
Articles)

STD(#
Sources)

Secessionist Conflict −0.060∗∗∗ −0.210∗∗∗ - -
(0.015) (0.008)

LWE Conflict - - 0.060∗∗∗ 0.210∗∗∗

(0.015) (0.008)

Secessionist Conflict × Year (14-19) 0.134∗∗∗ 0.191∗∗∗ - -
(0.008) (0.006)

LWE Conflict × Year (14-19) - - −0.134∗∗∗ −0.191∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.006)

Week-year FE Y Y Y Y
Conflict region FE Y Y Y Y
Mean of dependent variable 9.933 1.613 9.933 1.613
Observations 1,969 1,969 1,969 1,969

Notes: Number of Articles is the total number of source documents containing one or more mentions of
this event. Number of Sources is the total number of information sources containing one or more mentions
of this event. LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Standard errors are clustered at the conflict region
level. The fixed effects are for each conflict region and week. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the
1, 5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table 13: Media coverage of conflict
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6 Conclusion

Political persuasion matters. Leaders have used speeches and messages to persuade citizens

and voters in many parts of the world at different points in time.66 However, we only have

a limited understanding of what makes voters responsive to these messages. This paper

found that event exposure can make political messages more salient in the voters’ minds and

consequently change their voting decisions.

Using the 2019 national elections in India, we found that voters more exposed to soldier

deaths in the secessionist conflict were more responsive to Modi’s militaristic speeches that

followed these deaths. This led to an increase in the vote share of his party in constituencies

with higher exposure. We also find that soldier deaths affect voting behaviour only if there

is political messaging regarding the conflict region in which they die. Thus, soldier deaths

in LWE regions did not cause an increase in vote share.

Importantly, these results are valid not only for the 2019 elections. We find similar

results for the 2014 national election in India. At that time, there was no political messaging

regarding secessionist conflict; however, PM Singh focused on the LWE threat and took steps

to deal with it. Thus, in line with our conceptual framework, we found that secessionist

deaths did not affect vote share. However, the vote share of PM Singh’s political coalition

increased in the home constituencies of soldiers who died in the LWE. We also find that are

soldier deaths close to the election have a higher impact on voting behaviour. Also, media

connectivity of voters matters in translating the deaths of soldiers into votes.

Many times political messages and events are informative.67 However, persuasion often

works for reasons which are beyond updating of beliefs.68 In this paper, we document

evidence that when political messages highlight specific events, they make voters responsive

to those events. However, without the political messages, the same events do not affect voting

66See many examples in this article. http://projects.leadr.msu.edu/makingmodernus/exhibits/show/the-
first-modern-president/pulpit

67Arceneaux (2006)
68Druckman (2004)
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behaviour much. We think that this reference to events is vital because voters associate the

event with the politician’s agenda and vote for him only when a politician highlights an

event. Our work contributes to enhancing the understanding of political persuasion. It also

helps us understand how politicians can influence election agendas and voting behaviour,

given the events and experiences of the electorate. We hope this paper motivates further

research that helps us understand the behavioural underpinnings of voting behaviour.
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A Appendix A

In this section, we build a model based on Bordalo et al. (2020) to help us understand

how political messages and events might interact with each other to shape public opinion.
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Bordalo et al. (2020) consider a consumer-choice setting where choice contexts cues agents

to recall memories associated with that context. These memories, in turn, affect the agent’s

consumer choices.

We adapt this model to a political-economy setting. Events that voters are exposed to

enter their memory bank in our model. The messages from the politician cues recall of only

those events that are associated with the message. For example, in our context, Modi talking

about extremist conflict in the country, and his response to attacks on soldiers cues recall of

memories associated with soldier deaths. Consequently, these memories that are cued by the

messages affect voters’ opinions and behaviour. The model, though simple, gives testable

predictions. We present the formal model below.

There are a total of J voters (1, 2...., J), and each must decide whether to vote for

a politician or not (V = 0 or 1). In our model, an individual’s decision about whom to

vote for depends on the types of events they are thinking about while making this decision.

There are three types of events that may take place in our economy. The first type is the

soldier deaths (e1). Without loss of generality, we assume that if voters think about soldier

deaths, it casts a favourable light on the politician and his policies. In our context this is

because Modi touted his aggressive response to soldier deaths. The second type of event is an

event that also casts the politician in a favourable light (e2); for example, launching welfare

schemes for the poor. And, the third type of event casts the politician in an unfavourable

light (e3); for example, negative economic shocks in the country. The voter supports the

politician if he spends more time thinking about positive than negative events, weighted

by the importance of each type of events. Mathematically, voters supports the politician

(V = 1) iff
∑
αiWi > 0, where Wi denotes fraction of time spent thinking about event

i, i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and 1 > α1 > 0, 1 > α2 > 0 and −1 < α3 < 0. α2

α1
represents the relative

importance of other events that help the politician vis-a-vis soldier deaths.

The politician chooses which type of event to speak about, S ∈ {1, 2, 3}, to maximise
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his vote share. The politician is constrained to speak on only one type of event.69 The

messages that he sends or the speeches that he makes influence what voters think about. An

individual voter’s Wi are influenced by the politician’s speech as follows:

Wi =
bi

b1 + b2 + b3

where each bi = ei × si ×m + εi. ei denotes whether the voter is exposed to the event that

took place. In the simplest form, this exposure can be represented as a dummy variable,

taking the value 1 if there is exposure. si is a dummy variable taking the value 1 only if

the politician spoke about event i. m denotes the amount of media coverage of the speech.

We define m to be a continuous variable distributed between 0 and 1. In our model, media

is passive i.e. it always covers what the politician speaks about. We give evidence of this

claim in the Indian context later.70 For each voter j, εi ∼ U [0, 1] is an idiosyncratic where

U is a uniform distribution. At an individual level, this can represent heterogeneity at the

individual level preferences.

Notice that each voter j can differ across three dimensions in our model. She might be

exposed to a particular event or not (ei,j), she might be exposed to the media more or less

(mj), and there might be intrinsic differences in what each one thinks about (εi,j). Given

these differences, the politician maximises his vote share by choosing a particular type of

event he highlights in his speeches. We now present the first result of our model as the

following lemma.

Lemma 1: The politician speaks about soldier deaths if α1E1 > α2E2 and event 2 otherwise,

where Ei denotes the fraction of voters who experience event i.

The formal proof is given below. The intuition of the result is straightforward. The

politician will never talk about the type 3 event as that will hurt his vote share. Furthermore,

69This model trivially extends to n types of events and politician constrained to speak about m events,
such that m < n. All the results that follow will still hold.

70See section 5 for details.
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given that α2

α1
represents the relative importance of the other event that helps the politician

vis-a-vis soldier deaths, the politician’s choice depends on the relative number of people

exposed to soldier deaths as opposed to the ones exposed to an event of type 2. If the relative

number of people exposed to soldier deaths is high, then talking about soldier deaths makes

relatively more voters think about an issue that maximises his vote share.

Proof: Lemma 1

The politician wants to maximise his vote share i.e.

∑[∑
αiWi > 0

]
under the constraint that he can speak about only one kind of event S ∈ {1, 2, 3}.

Let Ei be the fraction of voters who received event ei.

His vote share if speaks about e1 i.e. s1 = 1, s2 and s3 = 0

= E1

[
α1
m× e1 × s1 + ε1

D
+ α2

ε2
D

+ α3
ε3
D
> 0

]
+ (1− E1)

[
α1
ε1
D

+ α2
ε2
D

+ α3
ε3
D
> 0

]

where D = m+ ε1 + ε2 + ε3.

His vote share if speaks about e2 i.e. s2 = 1, s1 and s3 = 0

= E2

[
α1
ε1
D

+ α2
m× e2 × s2 + ε2

D
+ α3

ε3
D
> 0

]
+ (1− E2)

[
α1
ε1
D

+ α2
ε2
D

+ α3
ε3
D
> 0

]

where D = m+ ε1 + ε2 + ε3.

Given εi ∼ F (0, σ2), and given the politician wants to maximise his vote share, he speaks

about soldier deaths (e1) if and only iff α1E1 > α2E2.

Q.E.D.
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The next proposition is the main result of the model.

Proposition 1: If a politician discusses soldier deaths (S = 1),

1. Voters exposed to soldier deaths (e1 = 1) are more likely to support the politician than

voters not exposed (e1 = 0).

2. The likelihood a voter supports the politician does not depend upon exposure to events

2 and 3 (e2, e3).
71

3. Voters exposed to soldier deaths (e1 = 1) are more likely to support the politician if

they consume more media (m is greater).

The proof is in appendix A. Here we discuss the intuition of the results. To understand

part 1 of the proposition, notice that the politician is discussing soldier deaths in his speeches,

and hence memories of soldier deaths are recalled in the voters’ minds. It is this memory

that makes a voter more likely to vote for the politician. However, only voters exposed to

the soldier deaths have the required event in their memory bank; thus, they are more likely

to vote for the politician.

Part 2 of the proposition sheds light on a crucial aspect of the model. Given that we have

a single politician in the model and that politician is speaking, in the case we consider, about

soldier deaths, the memories of other events (e2 and e3) are not recalled in the voters’ minds.

Given that this memory is not recalled, the exposure to these events becomes insignificant

because even exposed voters are not more likely to think about them when making voting

decisions.

Part 3 of the proposition follows because the politicians’ messages reach the voters

through some form of media in our model. Hence, if voters consume more media, they

71The result above follows because of the particular functional form. This assumes that a voter only cues
own experience (event exposure) only when reminded by the politician. In general, voter can cue his own
personal experience without the political messages as well. But the general argument of our paper is that
because of vast experiences of each individual, memories of particular events are more likely to be cued if
there are political messages about them. This particular functional form is just for simplicity.
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are likely to be reminded of soldier deaths. Since they change voting behaviour only if the

memory of soldier death is recalled, the likelihood of supporting the politician increases if

they consume more media.

Proof: Part (i) of proposition 1

Suppose voter x is exposed to soldier death (e1 = 1) and voter y is not (e1 = 0).

To prove : Px(V = 1) = Px(
∑
αiWi > 0) > Py(

∑
αiWi > 0) = Py(V = 1)

Take LHS, given S = 1 and e1 = 1, we get

Px(
∑

αiWi > 0) = P (α1
m+ ε1
Dx

+ α2
ε2
Dx

+ α3
ε3
Dx

> 0)

where Dx = m+ ε1 + ε2 + ε3

Take RHS, given S = 1 and e1 = 0, we get

Py(
∑

αiWi > 0) = P (α1
ε1
Dy

+ α2
ε2
Dy

+ α3
ε3
Dy

> 0)

where Dy = m+ ε1 + ε2 + ε3

Given m > 0 and −1 < αi < 1 ∀i, Px > Py.

Q.E.D.

Proof: Part (ii) of proposition 1

Suppose voter x is exposed to the event e2 and voter y is not.

Also, S = 1

To prove: Px(V = 1) = Px(
∑
αiWi > 0) = Py(

∑
αiWi > 0) = Py(V = 1)

Take LHS, we know e2 = 1, but given S = 1, we have s2 = 0

Thus,

Px(
∑

αiWi > 0) = P (α1
ε1
D

+ α2
ε2
D

+ α3
ε3
D
> 0)
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where D = ε1 + ε2 + ε3

Take RHS, we know e2 = 0

Thus,

Py(
∑

αiWi > 0) = P (α1
ε1
D

+ α2
ε2
D

+ α3
ε3
D
> 0)

where D = ε1 + ε2 + ε3

Hence, LHS = RHS.

Proof: Part (iii) of proposition 1

Suppose both voter x and y are exposed to soldier death (e1 = 1).

W.L.O.G., let mx > my.

To prove: Px(V = 1) = Px(
∑
αiWi > 0) > Py(

∑
αiWi > 0) = Py(V = 1)

Take LHS, given S = 1 and e1 = 1, we get

Px(
∑

αiWi > 0) = P (α1
mx + ε1
Dx

+ α2
ε2
Dx

+ α3
ε3
Dx

> 0)

where Dx = mx + ε1 + ε2 + ε3

Take RHS, given S = 1 and e1 = 1, we get

Py(α1
my + ε1
Dy

+ α2
ε2
Dy

+ α3
ε3
Dy

> 0)

where Dy = my + ε1 + ε2 + ε3

Given mx > my and −1 < αi < 1 ∀i, Px > Py.

Q.E.D.

Now we present a result that is a corollary of proposition 1. It discusses how much soldier

deaths matter in our model when the politician does not discuss them.
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Corollary 1: If a politician does not discuss soldier deaths (S = 2), the likelihood a voter

supports the politician does not depend upon exposure to soldier deaths (e1).

The intuition behind Corollary 1 is the same as the intuition behind part 2 of proposition

1. If the politician does not discuss soldier deaths, then even the voters exposed to soldier

deaths do not recall the memory of these soldier deaths when making voting decisions and

hence do not change their voting behaviour. The formal proof is in appendix A.

Proof: Corollary 1

Suppose voter x was exposed to soldier death (e1 = 1) and voter y did not (e1 = 0).

Also, S = 2.

To prove : Px(V = 1) = Px(
∑
αiWi > 0) = Py(

∑
αiWi > 0) = Py(V = 1)

Take LHS, we know e1 = 1, but given S = 2, s1 = 0 and s3 = 0 .

Thus we get,

Px(
∑

αiWi > 0) = P (α1
ε1
D

+ α2
e2 x m+ ε2

D
+ α3

ε3
D
> 0)

where D = ε1 + ε2 + e2 x m+ ε3

Take RHS, we know e1 = 0, and given S = 2, s3 = 0 .

Thus we get,

Py(
∑

αiWi > 0) = P (α1
ε1
D

+ α2
e2 x m+ ε2

D
+ α3

ε3
D
> 0)

where D = ε1 + ε2 + e2 x m+ ε3.

Hence, LHS = RHS.
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Contesting Seats

BJP INC Left

Death × Post 0.034 0.029 0.056
(0.025) (0.032) (0.040)

National election year FE Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y Y
Mean of dependent variable 0.8 0.81 0.43
Observations 1,629 1,629 1,629
R2 0.716 0.598 0.631

Notes: Controls: log(Mean Night Lights), log(Electorate Size), log(Distance to Kashmir Conflict),
log(Distance to Maoist Conflict), log(Distance to North-East Conflict), Share of SC Population and Share
of ST Population. Standard errors are clustered at the constituency level. The fixed effects are for each
parliamentary constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and
10 percent critical level.

Table A1: Parties Decision to contest
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Right Vote Share

BJP NDA

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Secessionist Death × Post 0.093∗∗ 0.079∗∗ 0.117∗∗∗ 0.104∗∗∗

(0.040) (0.040) (0.038) (0.038)

LWE Death × Post 0.011 0.013 0.009 0.010
(0.035) (0.034) (0.037) (0.036)

National election year FE Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y Y Y
P-value of test of treatment equality 0.143 0.246 0.056∗ 0.099∗

Observations 78,161 74,836 78,161 74,836
R2 0.244 0.277 0.182 0.218

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: Gender, log(Age), Education level, Employment,
Caste categories dummies, Religion, Urbanisation level, Income Band. P-value of test of treatment equality
is the Wald test to check the equality between the coefficients of Secessionist Death × Post and LWE Death
× Post. Standard errors are clustered at the parliamentary constituency level. The fixed effects are for
each parliamentary constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1,
5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table A2: Individual Level Survey (Treatment: Soldier Deaths between 2014 - 2019)
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Figure A1: Simulation of Random Assignment of Treatment
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Vote Share

Right Right to Centre
(BJP) - Right (NDA)

Secessionist Casualty × Post 0.092∗∗∗ 0.089∗∗

(0.030) (0.035)

LWE Casualty × Post −0.015 −0.011
(0.026) (0.034)

Secessionist Casualty × Post × Share SC Population −0.273∗ −0.241
(0.162) (0.194)

LWE Casualty × Post × Share SC Population 0.146 0.141
(0.143) (0.191)

National election year FE Y Y
Controls Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y
P-value of test of treatment equality 0.023∗∗ 0.076∗

Mean of dependent variable 0.368 0.371
Observations 1,297 1,614
R2 0.897 0.787

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: log(Mean Night Lights), log(Electorate Size),
log(Distance to Kashmir Conflict), log(Distance to Maoist Conflict), log(Distance to North-East Conflict),
Share of SC Population and Share of ST Population. P-value of test of treatment equality is the Wald
test to check the equality between the coefficients of Secessionist Death × Post and LWE Death × Post.
Standard errors are clustered at the constituency level. The fixed effects are for each parliamentary
constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent
critical level.

Table A3: Heterogeneity by Share of SC Caste Category
Soldier Death Period: 2014 - 2019
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Right Wing Vote Share

(1) (2)

Death −0.002 -
(0.008)

Secessionist Death - −0.006
(0.008)

LWE Death - 0.0001
(0.008)

National election year FE Y Y
Controls Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y
Mean of dependent variable 0.371 0.371
Observations 1,614 1,614
R2 0.777 0.777

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: log(Mean Night Lights), log(Electorate Size),
log(Distance to Kashmir Conflict), log(Distance to Maoist Conflict), log(Distance to North-East Conflict),
Share of SC Population and Share of ST Population. Standard errors are clustered at the constituency
level. The fixed effects are for each parliamentary constituency and national election year. ***, **, and *
indicate significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table A4: Backward Treatment Placebo Regression:
Assignment of Deaths to the Past General Election
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Vote Share

BJP NDA INC UPA

Secessionist Death Placebo × Post 0.016 0.020 0.012 −0.002
(0.017) (0.019) (0.017) (0.019)

LWE Death Placebo × Post 0.012 0.015 0.014 0.012
(0.011) (0.012) (0.011) (0.013)

National election year FE Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y Y Y
P-value of test of treatment equality 0.83 0.843 0.953 0.546
Mean of dependent variable 0.37 0.37 0.28 0.3
Observations 1,297 1,614 1,325 1,597
R2 0.885 0.778 0.783 0.626

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: log(Mean Night Lights), log(Electorate Size),
log(Distance to Kashmir Conflict), log(Distance to Maoist Conflict), log(Distance to North-East Conflict),
Share of SC Population and Share of ST Population. P-value of test of treatment equality is the Wald test
to check the equality between the coefficients of Secessionist Death Placebo × Post and LWE Death Placebo
× Post. Standard errors are clustered at the constituency level. The fixed effects are for each parliamentary
constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent
critical level.

Table A5: Forward Placebo
Assignment of Treatment in Next Election
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Vote Share

Right Right to Centre - Right
BJP NDA

Secessionist Casualty × Post 0.053∗∗∗ 0.047∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.017)

LWE Casualty × Post 0.026 0.033∗

(0.018) (0.019)

Secessionist Casualty × Post × Total Casualty 0.002 0.002
(0.005) (0.005)

LWE Casualty × Post × Total Casualty −0.007∗ −0.009∗

(0.004) (0.005)

National election year FE Y Y
Controls Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y
P-value of test of treatment equality 0.306 0.616
Mean of dependent variable 0.37 0.37
Observations 1,297 1,614
R2 0.889 0.782

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: log(Mean Night Lights), log(Electorate Size),
log(Distance to Kashmir Conflict), log(Distance to Maoist Conflict), log(Distance to North-East Conflict),
Share of SC Population and Share of ST Population. P-value of test of treatment equality is the Wald
test to check the equality between the coefficients of Secessionist Death × Post and LWE Death × Post.
Standard errors are clustered at the constituency level. The fixed effects are for each parliamentary
constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent
critical level.

Table A6: Interaction: Total Deaths in the Constituency between 2004-2014
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Right Coalition Vote Share

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Secessionist Death × Post 0.031∗∗ 0.031∗∗ 0.033∗∗ 0.035∗∗∗

(0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013)

LWE Death × Post −0.004 −0.003 −0.003 −0.003
(0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.013)

State FE Y Y Y
National election year FE Y Y Y
Controls Y Y
Constituency FE Y
P-value of test of treatment equality 0.078∗ 0.087∗ 0.073∗ 0.052∗

Mean of dependent variable 0.369 0.369 0.369 0.369
Observations 1,264 1,264 1,264 1,264
R2 0.568 0.627 0.644 0.786

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: log(Mean Night Lights), log(Electorate Size),
log(Distance to Kashmir Conflict), log(Distance to Maoist Conflict), log(Distance to North-East Conflict),
Share of SC Population and Share of ST Population. P-value of test of treatment equality is the Wald
test to check the equality between the coefficients of Secessionist Death × Post and LWE Death × Post.
Standard errors are clustered at the constituency level. The fixed effects are for each parliamentary
constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent
critical level.

Table A7: Sub-sample of only neighbouring constituencies as controls
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Figure A2: UPA vote share pre-trend
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Vote Share

Right Right to Centre Centre - Left
(BJP) - Right (NDA) (INC) (UPA)

ln(# Secessionist Casualty) −0.0002 0.0001 −0.0016∗ −0.0024∗∗

(0.0009) (0.0011) (0.0010) (0.0011)
ln(# LWE Casualty) 0.0006 0.0005 0.0003 0.0004

(0.0007) (0.0008) (0.0009) (0.0010)
ln(# Secessionist Casualty) × Post 0.0056∗∗∗ 0.0051∗∗∗ 0.0008 0.0011

(0.0013) (0.0015) (0.0015) (0.0017)
ln(# LWE Casualty) × Post 0.0004 0.0011 0.0020 0.0017

(0.0012) (0.0014) (0.0016) (0.0017)

National election year FE Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y Y Y
P-value of test of treatment equality 0.013∗∗ 0.86∗ 0.648 0.832
Mean dependent variable 0.368 0.371 0.278 0.295
Observations 1,297 1,614 1,325 1,597
R2 0.8888 0.7816 0.7843 0.6279

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: log(Mean Night Lights), log(Electorate Size),
log(Distance to Kashmir Conflict), log(Distance to Maoist Conflict), log(Distance to North-East Conflict),
Share of SC Population and Share of ST Population. P-value of test of treatment equality is the Wald
test to check the equality between the coefficients of ln(# Secessionist Casualty) × Post and ln(# LWE
Casualty) × Post. Standard errors are clustered at the constituency level. The fixed effects are for each
parliamentary constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and
10 percent critical level.

Table A8: X-Variable: ln (no of deaths).
Period: 2014 - 2019
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Right Coalition Vote Share

Clustered Conley Standard Errors
Standard Errors 150 kms 250 kms 400 kms 600 kms

Secessionist Death × Post 0.056∗∗∗ 0.056∗∗∗ 0.056∗∗∗ 0.056∗∗∗ 0.056∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.014) (0.017) (0.020) (0.020)

LWE Death × Post 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.017
(0.013) (0.010) (0.012) (0.014) (0.014)

National election year FE Y Y Y Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y Y Y Y
Mean of dependent variable 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37
Observations 1,614 1,614 1,614 1,614 1,614

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: log(Mean Night Lights), log(Electorate Size),
log(Distance to Kashmir Conflict), log(Distance to Maoist Conflict), log(Distance to North-East Conflict),
Share of SC Population and Share of ST Population. The fixed effects are for each parliamentary constituency
and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table A9: Conley Standard Errors

Right Coalition Vote Share
NES Voted NDA

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Secessionist Death × Post 0.104∗∗∗ 0.042 0.097∗∗ 0.105∗∗∗ 0.102∗∗∗

(0.038) (0.042) (0.041) (0.039) (0.038)

Secessionist Death × Post × TV Dummy - 0.096∗∗∗ - - -
(0.031)

Secessionist Death × Post × Newspaper Dummy - - 0.023 - -
(0.029)

Secessionist Death × Post × Radio Dummy - - - 0.002 -
(0.045)

Secessionist Death × Post × Internet Dummy - - - - 0.033
(0.037)

National election year FE Y Y Y Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y Y Y Y
Observations 74,836 74,082 73,593 73,340 72,235
R2 0.218 0.219 0.218 0.217 0.220

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: Gender, log(Age), Education level, Employment, Caste
categories dummies, Religion, Urbanisation level, Income Band. Standard errors are clustered at the parliamentary
constituency level. The fixed effects are for each parliamentary constituency and national election year. ***, **, and *
indicate significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table A10: Media Results (Dummy variable): Soldier deaths (2014 - 2019)
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BJP Vote Share

(1) (2)

Secessionist Death × Post 0.196∗∗ 0.168∗∗

(0.077) (0.070)

LWE Death × Post −0.118 −0.116∗

(0.072) (0.063)

National election year FE Y Y
Controls Y
Constituency FE Y Y
P-value of test of treatment equality 0.000∗∗∗ 0.000∗∗∗

Observations 7,606 7,252
R2 0.143 0.285

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: Gender, log(Age), Education level, Employment,
Caste categories dummies, Religion, Urbanisation level, Income Band. P-value of test of treatment equality
is the Wald test to check the equality between the coefficients of Secessionist Death × Post and LWE Death
× Post. Standard errors are clustered at the parliamentary constituency level. The fixed effects are for each
parliamentary constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and
10 percent critical level.

Table A11: DID for Uttar Pradesh: Soldier Death (2014 - 2019)
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NDA Vote Share

(1) (2)

Secessionist Death × Post 0.105∗∗∗ 0.094∗∗

(0.041) (0.041)

LWE Death × Post 0.025 0.028
(0.040) (0.039)

National election year FE Y Y
Controls Y
Constituency FE Y Y
P-value of test of treatment equality 0.19 0.292
Observations 70,555 67,584
R2 0.189 0.217

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: Gender, log(Age), Education level, Employment,
Caste categories dummies, Religion, Urbanisation level, Income Band. P-value of test of treatment equality
is the Wald test to check the equality between the coefficients of Secessionist Death × Post and LWE Death
× Post. Standard errors are clustered at the parliamentary constituency level. The fixed effects are for each
parliamentary constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and
10 percent critical level.

Table A12: Robustness: Dropping Uttar Pradesh

Right Coalition Vote Share

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Secessionist Death 0.138∗∗∗ 0.125∗∗∗ 0.129∗∗∗ 0.131∗∗∗

(0.035) (0.040) (0.039) (0.037)

Secessionist Death × WhatsApp - 0.012 - -
(0.010)

Secessionist Death × Facebook - - 0.009 -
(0.010)

Secessionist Death × Twitter - - - 0.021
(0.019)

Controls Y Y Y Y
Observations 19,248 18,232 18,285 18,090
R2 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.101

Notes: Controls: Gender, log(Age), Education level, Employment, Caste categories dummies, Religion,
Urbanisation level, Income Band. Standard errors are clustered at the parliamentary constituency level.
***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table A13: Social Media: Soldier Deaths (2014 - 2019)
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Right Coalition Vote Share (2019)

(1) (2)

Secessionist Death × Post 0.104∗∗∗ 0.114∗∗

(0.038) (0.047)

LWE Death × Post 0.010 0.017
(0.036) (0.045)

Secessionist Death × Post × Visit Party Worker - −0.030
(0.039)

LWE Death × Post × Visit Party Worker - −0.016
(0.039)

National election year FE Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y
P-value of test of treatment equality 0.099∗ 0.147
Observations 74,836 74,836
R2 0.218 0.218

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: Gender, log(Age), Education level, Employment,
Caste categories dummies, Religion, Urbanisation level, Income Band. P-value of test of treatment equality
is the Wald test to check the equality between the coefficients of Secessionist Death × Post and LWE Death
× Post. Standard errors are clustered at the parliamentary constituency level. The fixed effects are for
each parliamentary constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1,
5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table A14: Visit Party Worker: Soldier Deaths: 2014 - 2019
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Did You Vote Dummy

(1) (2)

Secessionist Death 2019 × Post 0.003 -
(0.018)

LWE Death 2019 × Post 0.007 -
(0.016)

Secessionist Death 2014 × Post - −0.024
(0.017)

LWE Death 2014 × Post - 0.024
(0.015)

National election year FE Y Y
Controls Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y
P-value of test of treatment equality 0.872 0.058∗

Observations 78,499 57,464
R2 0.083 0.086

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: Gender, log(Age), Education level, Employment,
Caste categories dummies, Religion, Urbanisation level, Income Band. P-value of test of treatment equality
is the Wald test to check the equality between the coefficients of Secessionist Death × Post and LWE Death
× Post for the first regression and Secessionist Death 2014 × Post and LWE Death 2014 × Post for the
second regression. Standard errors are clustered at the parliamentary constituency level. The fixed effects
are for each parliamentary constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at
the 1, 5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table A15: Turnout (Voter Survey): Soldier Deaths (2014 and 2019 election)
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Attend Contribute/ Door-to-Door Distribute Join
Meeting Collect Money Canvassing Leaflet Procession

Secessionist Death −0.057∗∗ −0.013 −0.040∗ −0.021 −0.054∗∗

× Post (0.026) (0.012) (0.022) (0.021) (0.022)

LWE Death × Post 0.008 −0.012 −0.005 −0.023 0.024
(0.032) (0.015) (0.023) (0.022) (0.023)

National election Y Y Y Y Y
year FE
Controls Y Y Y Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y Y Y Y
P-value of test of 0.184 0.986 0.327 0.952 0.039∗∗

treatment equality
Observations 78,229 42,310 42,381 42,314 78,162
R2 0.137 0.089 0.127 0.119 0.102

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: Gender, log(Age), Education level, Employment,
Caste categories dummies, Religion, Urbanisation level, Income Band. P-value of test of treatment equality
is the Wald test to check the equality between the coefficients of Secessionist Death × Post and LWE Death
× Post. Standard errors are clustered at the parliamentary constituency level. The fixed effects are for each
parliamentary constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and
10 percent critical level.

Table A16: Election Activity: Soldier Deaths: 2014 - 2019
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Polling Few Days During Before
Day Before Polling Campaign Campaign

Secessionist Death × Post −0.004 0.019 −0.065∗∗ −0.069∗

(0.020) (0.019) (0.032) (0.037)

LWE Death × Post 0.016 0.025 −0.032 −0.003
(0.025) (0.019) (0.035) (0.038)

National election year FE Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y Y Y
P-value of test of treatment equality 0.184 0.571 0.851 0.508
Observations 68,857 68,857 68,857 68,857
R2 0.100 0.087 0.112 0.134

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: Gender, log(Age), Education level, Employment,
Caste categories dummies, Religion, Urbanisation level, Income Band. P-value of test of treatment equality
is the Wald test to check the equality between the coefficients of Secessionist Death × Post and LWE Death
× Post. Standard errors are clustered at the parliamentary constituency level. The fixed effects are for
each parliamentary constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1,
5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table A17: When Decided Vote: Soldier Deaths: 2014 - 2019
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Vote Share

Right Right to Centre - Right Centre - Left
Left

BJP NDA INC UPA

Kashmir Death × Post 0.047∗∗∗ 0.049∗∗∗ −0.003 −0.001 0.003
(0.011) (0.012) (0.014) (0.016) (0.025)

North East Death × Post 0.057∗∗∗ 0.054∗∗ −0.020 −0.030 −0.060
(0.020) (0.024) (0.022) (0.024) (0.043)

LWE Death × Post 0.005 0.013 0.027∗ 0.026 0.037
(0.012) (0.014) (0.016) (0.017) (0.031)

National election year FE Y Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y Y Y Y
Mean of dependent variable 0.368 0.371 0.278 0.295 0.106
Observations 1,297 1,614 1,325 1,597 699
R2 0.889 0.782 0.784 0.627 0.823

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: log(Mean Night Lights), log(Electorate Size),
log(Distance to Kashmir Conflict), log(Distance to Maoist Conflict), log(Distance to North-East Conflict),
Share of SC Population and Share of ST Population. Standard errors are clustered at the constituency
level. The fixed effects are for each parliamentary constituency and national election year. ***, **, and
* indicate significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table A18: Splitting Secessionist Conflict: Soldier Death Period (2014 - 2019)
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Vote Share

Right Right to Centre - Right
BJP NDA

Secessionist Casualty × Post 0.057∗∗ 0.084∗∗∗

(0.027) (0.028)

LWE Casualty × Post 0.049∗ 0.040
(0.025) (0.032)

Secessionist Casualty × Post × NDA Incumbent 2014 0.008 −0.042
(0.029) (0.031)

LWE Casualty × Post × NDA Incumbent 2014 −0.053∗ −0.034
(0.028) (0.034)

National election year FE Y Y
Controls Y Y
Constituency FE Y Y
P-value of test of treatment equality 0.847 0.34
Mean of dependent variable 0.368 0.371
Observations 1,297 1,614
R2 0.891 0.782

Notes: LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Controls: log(Mean Night Lights), log(Electorate Size),
log(Distance to Kashmir Conflict), log(Distance to Maoist Conflict), log(Distance to North-East Conflict),
Share of SC Population and Share of ST Population. P-value of test of treatment equality is the Wald
test to check the equality between the coefficients of Secessionist Death × Post and LWE Death × Post.
Standard errors are clustered at the constituency level. The fixed effects are for each parliamentary
constituency and national election year. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent
critical level.

Table A19: Heterogeneity by Local Incumbent: Soldier Death (2014 - 2019)
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IHS(#
Articles)

IHS(#
Sources)

IHS(#
Articles)

IHS(#
Sources)

Secessionist Conflict −0.047∗∗∗ −0.093∗∗∗ - -
(0.004) (0.006)

LWE Conflict - - 0.047∗∗∗ 0.093∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.006)

Secessionist Conflict × Year (14-19) 0.229∗∗∗ 0.147∗∗∗

(0.0003) (0.003) - -

LWE Conflict × Year (14-19) - - −0.229∗∗∗ −0.147∗∗∗

(0.0003) (0.003)

Week-year FE Y Y Y Y
Conflict region FE Y Y Y Y
Mean of dependent variable 9.933 1.613 9.933 1.613
Observations 1,969 1,969 1,969 1,969

Notes: Number of Articles is the total number of source documents containing one or more mentions of
this event. Number of Sources is the total number of information sources containing one or more mentions
of this event. LWE stands for Left Wing Extremism. Standard errors are clustered at the conflict region
level. The fixed effects are for each conflict region and week. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the
1, 5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table A20: Media coverage of conflict

Region
National Election Time Period

Total
2009-14 2014-19

Kashmir 43 130 173
North-East 37 40 77
LWE 318 139 457
Miscellaneous 12 4 16

Total 410 313 723

Notes: The Secessionist region includes deaths of Kashmir and North-East region. LWE stands for Left
Wing Extremism. The Miscellaneous region includes deaths during helicopter crashes in rescue operations,
administrative duty, road accidents and rescue operations.

Table A21: Soldier Deaths from 2009 - 2019
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